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Father John discussed "Changing Values" on his new television show taped last week. Father John is the
Catholic chaplin here at Trinity and his program will be rebroadcast on Hartford-area TV sometime in the
near future.
Residential System Change Proposed
by Ellen Garrity
Since last fall the Trustee Com-
mittee on Student Life and the
Board of Fellows have discussed
various ways of bringing the Col-
lege's residential system closer to
a "house system."
After meeting with students,
faculty, and the administration, the
Trustee Committee on Student
Life has recommended that a fac-
ulty member be assigned to each
of five residential unions (similar
to the existing five residential
zones) as a "senior mentor" and
"some quantity of other faculty
would be assigned as junior men-
tors,"'according to Vice President
Thomas A. Smith.
These faculty mentors would not
live in the dormitories; however,
office space in the dormitories
would be provided for them.
"This recommendation an-
swered something we have heard
from students for five years: They
want more contact with faculty
members," exnlained Smith.
Smith said that this system
would help "improve the tone of
intellectual and. cultural experi-
ence" that should exist in colleere.
To the Trustee Committee on
Student Life's recommendation for
faculty mentors, the Board of Fel-
lows has suggested that a residen-
tail component be added to the
mentor system. The Board of Fel-
lows has recommended that two
graduate or post-doctorate stu-
dents reside in each union. These
residential mentors would teach
one course at Trinity each semes-
ter.
Under this system, the residen-
tial mentors would "supplement
the faculty mentors not living in
the dorms," according to Smith.
Smith said that the residential
mentors.would serve roles similar
, to those of RAs "but more exten-
sive.". It would "graft onto" the
already successful RA program.
"We want to improve the RA sys-
tem through the mentor system,""
tion to perform t^sics normally un-
der the . administration's
it would probably start off with two
unions and "see how it goes." If
the mentor system was successful
on an experimental basis, then it
would gradually be phased into the
remaining three unions.
He added that whatever type of
system does develop would be
"home grown." A system similar
to those at other colleges would
not be implemented.
"We don't want to develop
something that exists somewhere
else," Smith emphasized.
Smith insisted that the mentor
system be "defined before hand."
It will have a better chance of suc-
cess if "all functions are well de-
fined," he said.
At other colleges, faculty in-
volved in similar systems "have
become supernumerary adminis-
trators,"'according to Smith. Stu-
dents might turn to faculty
mentors instead of the administra-
j y
mentor at Trinity must be well de-
fined so students won't turn to
their faculty mentors to handle
maintenance problems.
Students might fear that under
the mentor system their rights and
privacy would be limited by the
presence of faculty in the dormi-
tories. "Some students are suspi-
cious that we are trying to
introduce discipline into the
dorms...We don't Want to revert
to the roles of the 40s and 50s"
when in loco parentis existed at
residential colleges.. Students
might fear that their privacy and
rights would be limited by the
presence of faculty in dorms.
"Students are not getting
enough of what they should be get-
ting out of college," Smith said.
With a mentor system at Trinity,
students could get more of what
they're supposed to get out of a
Trinity education.
Tuition Increase
Slated For 1985-86
At its meeting on March 23, the
College's Board of Trustees ap-
proved thje operating Budget for
fiscal 1985-86. It is in balance for
the sixteenth consectutive year.
Next year's budget will total
$29,722,000, an 8.5% increase over
the present year, and reflects a
number of underlying forces that
continue to dominate our environ-
ment: higher personnel costs,
staffing requests, computer needs
and financial aid.
Perhaps student fees are the
place to begin. They define the first
figures on the budget schedule, but
they are one of the last items to be
determined. Tuition remains the
largest single variable and will to-
tal $9,370 — an increase of $750.
Room and board fees will rise $150;
• the general fee will remain the
same. Student fees (tutition, room,
board and general fee) will total
$13,100 in fiscal 1985-86, an ag-
gregate increase of $900 or 7.4%.
This is obviously a large jump, but
it is by no means excessive when
compared with increases with our
sister institutions. Because infla-
tion has moderated considerably
in the last few years, the College
is "reluctant" to raise the tuition
at all.
Tuition Increases
This Next
Year Year Increase
Tuition $8,620 $9,370 $750 •
Gen. Fee 60 60 0
Student Fee 320 320 0
Room Rent 1,730 1,820 90
Board Fee i f f ^u 1,530 60
There is great concern over the
proposed cutbacks in federal aid
programs. Although most of these
cuts would become effective dur-
ing the 1986-87 fiscal year, some
reductions, especially in the area
of Guaranteed student loans, could
affect some students in 1985-86.
The College also feels it can "ae-
comodate" students through con-
tingency line and/or other loan
funds.
Porticms of the College budget and
a study of the proposed federal cuts
appear on page ten of this week's
newspaper.
Deans Back ConnPIRG
by Ellen Garrity
News Editor
Vice' President Thomas A.
Smith, Dean of Students David
Winer, Assistant Dean of Students
Joe Tolliver and Professor Diane
Zannoni spoke about ConnPIRG at
last Tuesday's SGA meeting.
Last Tuesday's discussion of
ConnPIRG was the most recent in
a year long debate about how
GonnPIRG's adviser is funded.
The Budget Committee has two
main arguments against funding
ConnPIRG through the Student
Activity Fee:
If the Budget Committee funds
ConnPIRG's adviser, then they
could not deny funding for any stu-:
dent organization that requested
an adviser just to maintain consist-
ency among student organizations.
According to the.Budget Com-
mittee, ConnPIRG s adviser
awards academic credit for its in-
ternships. The Budget Committee
argues that funds for the Student
Activity Fee should not be used for
academic credit. Students pay
their tuition to receive academic
credit, according to the Budget
Committee.
Smith said that who awards stu-
dents academic credit for their in-
ternships is a "red herring" and
the paid staff is "irrelevant." The
real issue is "whether students at
Trinity and,other colleges need
such an organization." He told the
SGA that "if you are interested in
your own welfare, then organiza-
continued on page 3
Ten Years Later...
Vietnam Revisted: -A Black Perspective
photograph by Tara Tracey
Wallace Terry
by Bridget Me Cor mack
World Outlook Staff
Last Tuesday Wallace ' Terry
spoke at Trinity about Blooda —
An Oral Hiutory of the' Vietnam •
War by Black Veterans, his new
book. Terry's book was deemed
"one of the? 10 best books of the .
year" by Time Magazine. Terry
spoke to an enthusiastic audience
about his stay in Saigon, Vietnam,
and the black soldiers' experience
in the Vietnam War. '
"Hollywood told- me that white
soldiers were invincible and black _
soldiers were invisible. As far as I
knew John Wayne and Errol Flynn
won World War II." Terry began
by noting the misconceptions about
black soldiers in American history.
Terry pointed out that there were
5,000 blacks who fought in the
American Revolution. In the Civil
War 250,000' blacks fought in
Northern armies. In World War I,
although no blacks received the
Congressional medal, they were
among the frist American soldiers
to receive the highest French
award. ' • •
..White generals often wanted
nothing to do with black troops for
fear of "denting their career." In
194S Harry Truman ordered that
the armed forces be fully inte-
grated. "Today," says Terry, "the
armed, forces are just aborganiza-
• tion in our country except for the
NBA."
According to Terry, Hollywood
continties to maintain that black
soldiers were invisible. In the
movie "Patton" there was one
black — he shinod the generals'
shoes.
Terry went to Saigon in 1967, to
flo a story for Time Magazine on
the1 integration of the armed
forces. He found .that the forces
were totally integrated in every
area — on the line, in field hospi-
tals, everywhere. After returning
to the United States, his story fin-
ished, Terry was asked to return
to Saigon and do a much closer
study of the topic. Terry did and
stayed'in Saigon, until 1969.
.Since Terry was a reporter, he
was undercover. He dressed as a
soldier, went on ambush control,
and did everything soldiers did to
hide his identity. "Of course' I was
scared/' said Terry.
- Terry chose to study the black
soldier because he felt that the
black .soldier carried far greater
burdens than any other soldier.
23% of the soldiers killed in Viet-
nam were black at a time when
only 11% of the American popula-
tion was black. Blacks were also
attacked by communists. Rumors
continued on page 12
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NNOUNCEMENTS
Calendar Personal
Today
April 16,1985
IDP Invite
The I.D.P. invites everyone to at-
tend a lecture, demonstration and
discussion: Hypnosis: Myth &
. Reality by Prof. Randy Lee at
7:30pm in the new lounge.
New Course
College Course 105 Society and the
Computer will be offered for the
first time next Fall, f i s a study of
the effect of the computer on mod-
ern society and of the increasing
effect of societal concerns on the
use of computers. The cultural and
ethical aspects of computer use and
abuse will be studied with some
comparisons to similar situations
in the past. The impact of personal
computers will be shown by their
us ethrougout the course. The im-
plications of data bases will be
studied by designing and using an
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electronic spreadsheet before
studying further applications in the
finacial industry.
There will be three period-tests,
two short papers, and a term pa-
per. Prerequsite: Knowledge of
wordprocessor usage.
Prof Blakealee, Tuesday, Thurs-
day at 8:30am
Wed 4/17
Lunch With Us
The Lunch Series will continue
on April 18 with a discussion of
The Symbolic Importance of
Women to Fundamentalist Move-
ment: A case From the Middle Easl
with Prof Janet Bauer of Educa-
tional Studies. All meetings are
held in the Women's Center at
12:30pmo and are free and open to
all.
Thur4/18
FratTalk
There will be an IFC meetinh on
Thursday April 18 at 9pm in New
Lounge. The public is welcome to
attend.
Fri4/19
Sat 4/ 20
Orchestra
The Trinity College Orchestra will
perform Friday, April 19 and Sat-
urday, April 20 at 8:15 p.m. in
Hamlin Hall at Trinity College.
Featured works will include:
Copland's "Appalachian Spring,"
Mozart's "Piano Concerto no. 21
in C," act one, scene three of Stra-
vinsky's. "The Rake's Progress"
and the overture to Sullivan's
"Ruddigore."
Pianist Linda Laurent, artist-in-
residence at Trinity, and soprano
Barbara Pierce will join the or-
chestra.
Booksale
The Hartford Smith College Club
will hold its annual used book sale
on April 19 and 20 in the Trinity
College Field House.
At the book sale there will be
25,000 volumes sorted by cate-
gory, records, and magazines for
sale. • ' • .
April 19: .
9:30 a.m.-Noon
$5 admission
no charge with Trinity ID
Noon- 9 p.m.
no admission
April 20:
9 a.m.- 4 p.m.
no admission
To God, Demi-God and
the Incredible Mortal:
Have a Divine season!
Who's the kind of gut that likes to
roam around?
Thank You#
My g!ow-in-the-/)arX frLEYid
See you more soon.
-one very neophQuestion
How does sanguinity liked to be
approached?
For answer ask anyone.
-Active Minds
Disclaimer
Personals are printed by the Tri-
pod solely for entertainment of the
College community. We disclaim
any responsibility for offense or
confusion they may cause. Every
effort has been made to accurately
print each message received; ad-
dress complaints to Announce-
ments, Box 1310 Campus Mail.
Combine!
Note
On Campus Job
Must be work study eligible. Cen-
tral Services needs postage and
bindery trainees. Five positions
open!
Contact: Helen Figueroa in Finan-
cial Aid Office.
Summer Help MCC
The following positions are open
for students at Mffi over the Sum-
m e r . ,; ' • / . . ; : ••*''"'• ,'•• ••:•.•.•;••• ••.•.•.-..•';. ••••••••'.
1 Office Worker: 3i hours (Pre-
fer Cerberus member)
4-5 Desk Workers: 35-40 hours
(Day, Evening, Overnight)
1 Supervisor: 40 hours
Contact: Lois Dicara in person by
Friday, April 19th. Students inter-
ested in working from May 23 un-
til August 30 will be given priority.
French Majors
The French proficiency exam will
be given Saturday, April 20 at 9am
in the language Lab.
Jazz Festival
To all fans of Jazz: Lionel Hamp-
ton, Herbie Mann, Woody Her-
man, Freddie Hubbard, Buddy
Rich, Gerry Mulligan, Maynard
Ferguson, Phil Wods, Billy Taylor
and Dizzy Gillespie will each play
two shows nightly (8 and 10 p.m.),
April 12 through" 20, at the SOUTH
STREET SEAPORT JAZZ FES-
TIVAL.
Tickets are available/ Call 212
427 7600 for more info.
Senior Gift
The Senior Class Gift Commit-
tee thanks those persons listed be-
low for their contributions to the
Senior Class Gift,
David M. Blyn
Melissa E. Brown
Marc A. Chabot
Gary C. Christelis
Leslie A. Cohn
Michael Connelly
Theodore S. Coxe
Franca Linda DeRosa
William F. Detwiler .
Lynn E. Elting
Martha J. Erskine
Kimberly A. Ford
Kathryn C. Gerber
David F. O'Donnell
Frederick P. Parson
Sarah E. Ragland
Howard J. Sadinsky
C. Selden Wells
To donate to the gift, contact a
Senior Class Gift Committee mem-
ber or Steve Norton or Camille
Guthrie, Co-Chairmen.
Cinestudio
Tonight Only
Fanny and Axelander (R) 7:30
(Sweden, 1983) Written and directed by Ingmar Bergman. In what he
claimed to be his last work for the screen, Bergman has made an ambitious
film about a family in provincial Swedish town in 1907. It is a family
chronicle employing images of dreams and reality, and containing many
autobiographical references. 199min
Wednesday through Monday
Schedule Not Available. Consult
Cinestudio at 527-3811.
Unclassified
Part Time
Excellent Income for part time
home assembly work. For infor-
mation cal (312) 741-8400 Ext.
1500.
Gov't Surplus
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get
the facts today!
Call: 1 (312) 742-1142 ext. 5403-A
Management Trainee
Fast growing, national corpora-
tion seeks talented, motivated in-
dividuals for sales and operational
Degree prefered. For right indi-
viduals we offer challenging posi-
tions, rapid advancement, and
competitive compensation pack-
age. If qualified, call 683-1500 or
send resume to: Andrew Gauthier,
PO Box 44, E. Windsor, CT 06088.
Dancing Class
Social Ballroom and Disco classes
with weekly dances for singles and
couples. Friday and. Saturday
nights. 8pm BYOP $5 admission
includes private and group lessons
in all 13 dances at all levels and
styles (All-American, Latin and In-
ternational). Enter regional and
national competitions, earn medals
and dance for fun. U.S. Dance
Club Rocky Hill Studio of Cham-
pions 529-3442.
Work at Home
Earn $300 to $500 a week, work
1-2 hours a day processing mai/
from home, no experience neces-
sary! No obligation! Send self-ad-
dressed envelope to: P. Montana
P.O. Box 397 Skokie, II 60076
NOMINATIONS
FOR THE
BOYER AWARDS
The Boyer Award is for a
Junior or Senior who has
made significant
contributions to Trinity
College's publications.
Nominations explaining
the contributions and
activities of the student
are due into Box 1310 by
Friday, April 19th.
21 Drinking Age
Passes Committee
April 16, 1985, THE TRINITY TRIPOD, Page 3
During Spring Break, the Gen-
eral Law Committee of the Con-
necticut General Assembly gave its
Joint Favorable Report to a House
bill raising the state's drinking age
to 21 this year. The law would go
into effect October 1, 1985.
A similar proposal delaying the
increase in the drinking age to
1986 was defeated during the com-
mittee's final meeting
Last year an attempt to raise the
drinking age to 21 was passed in
the House but failed in the State
Senate when Lieutenant Governor
Joseph Fauliso broke an 18-18
deadlock to cast the deciding vote.
State Representative and Trin-
ity IDP student Thomas Dudchik
is one of a handful of legislators
who will vote against the measure
when it comes to the House floor.
"Raising the drinking age to 21
is a political cop-out by the gover-
nor that singles out a small seg-
ment of our population instead of
addressing the larger problem of
how to rid our highways of drunk-
drivers."
But Senate Deputy Majority
Leader Anne Streeter of West
Hartford disagrees, "Statistics
show that states raising their legal
drinking age on the average show
a 28 percent reduction in the
nighttime fatal accidents involving
drivers aged 18 to 21."
"Other states are taking the
same 'you first' attitude," says
Streeter, '"but a regional drinking
age of 20 or 21 could help many of
the drunken driving problems we
now face."
Minority Leader Con O'Leary
was reluctant to raise the drinking
age to 19 several years ago and
remained opposed to raising it any
higher but now he isn't so sure how
he'll vote this time. He did not dis-
miss the possibility, however, of
attatching an ammendment to the
• bill that would tie it to other other
New England states raising their
respective drinking ages.
The real problem most legisla-
tors fate is the prospect of losing
federal highway funds if the age is
not raised by July 1, 1986. Last
summer, Congress attatched an
ammendment to a Transportation
package bill pressuring states to
raise their drinking ages to 21 or
lose highway funds.
Little opposition is expected for
the General Law bill as it heads to
floors of the state House and Sen-
ate for final approval.
Frosh in High Rise?
Sophs in North Campus?
Yes, those rumors you've heard
are true...Freshman will be as-
signed to High Rise next year...In
fact, freshmen will be assigned to
all except the following dormito-
ries:
Crescent
Britain
Anadama
Street/New Britain
' S t o w e ' " ' " ' ' T • ' • • • ' • • . ' . • • . • ::;:••• ' • . . ' " . •••
South Campus
Funston
Smith
Quad
Jarvis Tower
Northam
Seabury
Vernon Street/Allen Place
Doonesbury •
Ogilby
Since the fall of 1982, the Col-
lege has been actively and thor-
oughly assessing its sucesses and
failures from the points of view of
the curriculum, student life, and
town-gown relations. In the gen-
eral area of student life, a great
deal of attention has been paid to
residential life. Dormitory pro-
gramming has been more gener-
ously subsidized; the need for
additional and improved dormitory
space is a topic of serious discus-
sion; the incorporation of academic
"mentors" into our residential sys-
tem has been proposed for the fall
of 1986.
In further assessing the suc-
cesses and failures of residential
life, questions have been raised
concerning the wisdom of concen-
trating freshmen into selected res-
idential areas. In response to those
questions, it has been ascertained
t)«#j^eshBito should,' for. the value
of social and educational experi-
ence, be distributed across the en-
tire campus. Undergraduate input
has been largely supportive of that
idea, and since it is best for the
redistribution of freshmen to oc-
cur prior to the incorporation of
residential academic "mentors", it
was recently decided to effect that
redistribution for the fall of 1985.
Inasmuch as freshmen tend to
comprise close to 30% of our resi-
dential population and since not
quite all dormitories will have
freshmen assigned to them, it will
be expected that each dormitory to
which freshmen are to be assigned
will apporoximate 30-50% fresh-
men. Recognizing the desirability
of dormitories such as High .Rise,
every attempt will be made to keep
the number of freshmen assigned
to those types of areas toward the
lower (30%) occupancy. Upper-
classmen should also observe that,
as rooms are "lost" in areas such
as High Rise, they are gained in
areas such as Jarvis and North
Campus.
photograph by Lisa Nigra
PARADISE - Paradise Island, The Bahamas, is replacing the cave as Trin's latest chic hangout spot.
SGA Update
continued from page 1
tions like ConnPIRG are vital."
Winer said, "I'm not concerned
with consistency. I hope the SGA
is not concerned solely with con;
sistency." He added that the SGA,
in trying to maintain consistency
among student organizations,
could "preclude the existence of
an organization."
Tolliver suggested that the SGA
"replace yourself with adding ma-
chines. There are other issues be-
sides 70 paid advsiers...Don't give
away your power [by denying
ConnPIRG a paid adviser on the
basis of maintaining continuity
among student organizations]
precedents have to be overturned
because they are too confusing."
Tyler Vartenigian said that the
possibility of all clubs wanting ad-
visers exists. "It's not so much
ethicality as it is practicality," he
said.
John Bonelli noted that in the
past "a limited number of organi-
zations have petitioned for paid
staff."
Winer asked the SGA to "look
into what ConnPIRG does." He
added, "I just ask that you recon-
sider this on its merits." Winer
said that ConnPIRG has no politi-
cal leanings and it is an organiza-
tion that "appeals .across the
spectrum."
Winer tried to clarify the dis-
crepancy about who awards aca-
demic credit in . ConnPIRG
internships. He said that Conn-
PIRG internships have both fac-
ulty advisers and placement
supervisors. The academic credit
is not awarded by ConnPIRG. "It's
just like other internships at Trin-
ity," he said.
Professor Zannoni, again refer-
ring to students' obtaining aca-
demic credit through ConnPIRG
internships, asked the SGA, "If a
student got academic credit
through an internship at WRTC,
all funds to WRTCT would have to
be cut just to be consistent,..Why
can't the adviser at ConnPIRG be
maintaining ConnPIRG — just like
[the station manager at] WRTG."
Budget Committee Chairman
Phil O'Brien said that the College
is being '.'hypocritical" in expect-
ing the SGA to pay a $6,000 salary .
out of a $200,000' budget when the
College maintained a $500,000
surplus. Smith replied, "the use of
the word surplus is unfortunate."
He added that the surplus is larger
than $500,000 this year because of
a larger than usual freshman class.
Lee Coffin asked why the admin-
sitration can't help fund Conn-
PIRG, just as it funds Judith
Branzburg in her position as Co-
ordinator of the Women's Center.
Smith said that Branzburg
serves an administrative position.
He added that the College is "op-
posed to directing student organi-
zations...There are colleges that
want to run student organizations
and do." He added that the Col-
. lege does not want to run the Tri-
pod or the SGA or other
organizations through advisers.
Pat Sinicropi, a ConnPIRG
member, said that their adviser
"does more than help with intern-
ships." Nancy Popkin, another
ConnPIRG member, said there
"will be no ConnPIRG at Trinity
College in its present state next
year."
Winer said ConnPIRG does not
have a paid adviser; rather, the or-
ganization has a paid staff. "Call
hiiii [Ed Mierzwinski] an adviser if
you want — that's not the issue."
Winer said that "I hope that you
as the SGA do not feel you are
restricted solely to-'-allocating
money for social activities." Lize
Cahn said that the 'SGA does
"plenty of things that aren't so-
cial; the SGA supports plenty of
things that are not social." Phil
O'Brien added that one third of
the activities funded by the SGA
are social.
"Should the SGA continue to
fund staff in the manner in which
we are funding it now is the is-
sue...not should we fund Conn-
PIRG," clarified Caroline Carney.
Lee Coffin said that ConnPIRG
was brought up because of how its
adviser is funded. "Do we want
the Student Activity Fee to pay
salaries? The nature of the Stu-
dent Activity Fee is to fund stu-
dent groups." •
The next SGA meeting will be
held this evening in Hamlin Hall at
9:30 p.m. in Hamlin Hall. The dis-
cussion of ConnPIRG • will con-
tinue. . '
 : •
Tired of Saga, Then Escape
Pizza, and to anAuthentic
Styrof ood? / Colombian
Cuisine.
ElARWERO
restaurant
APvOUNDTHE CCPJSBK ON BROAP ST. (Across K-om The. Camp
TSN 'T ITTiMET& STAKYElWmCr "Foop ]H A RE/AX ING- A
The.Ivy League Year in New York
Qualified upperclassmen are invited to apply for admission to
Columbia College as visiting students beginning in September
1985. Full access to housing, library resources, and upper divi-
sion courses. For further information and an application, write
or call: . . . ' : ' • ' . '
Columbia College Admissions Office
212 Hamil ton Hal l ; •••'•• " .
. • . • . N e w York, N e w York 10027 . ,;
(212) 280-2511 :'•?:
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Chem Lecture
In Search of Genes
photograph by Trinity News Bureau
David R. Fontaine '86 testified against proposed federal cuts in fi-
nancial aid for college students on March 29 at a hearing of the U.S.
Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and the Humanities held at
the University of Hartford,
by Andy Waxier
Assistant News Editor
Dr. Joseph Urbanowski of the
Harvard Medical Center visited
Trinity on March 20. His lecture,
held in the Clement Chemistry
Building, was one in a series of the
Chemistry Seminar Series.
Dr. Urbanowski, currently con-
ducting research at Harvard, is an
expert in genetic research. For the
past year and a half, his research
has led him to the search for the
gene that codes for a certain nec-
essary protein, in the human body.
For this reason, his talk was enti-
tled "Body Chemistry in Search of
the Gene for Human Hexosamin-
idase B."
According to Dr. Urbanowski,
Hexosarnindase is a protein that is
mainly responsible for breaking
down GM1 ganglioside, a compo-
nent of the central nervous sys-
tem. However, when the human
body lacks Hexosaminidase, GM1
ganglioside builds up to danger-
ous, and eventually lethal,
amounts.
The absence of Hexosaminidase
A leads to the dreaded Tay Sachs
disease; the absence of both Hex-
osaminidase A and Hexosamin-
dase B causes the lesser known,
but equally fatal, Sandhoff's dis-
ease. Both are known to afflict in-
fants and kill within a year or two
of discovery (usually a few months
after birth.) The two diseases cause
such an increase in GM1 ganglio-
side that in autopsies of babies that
Day Care Opening Set For.September
by David Rubinger
Senior Staff Writer
With students' return to Trinity
in the fall; the-Trinity Day Care
Center will finally be completed.
Louise Fisher, Director of Trin-
ity's IDP Program and a member
of the Day Care Center Commit-
tee, has seen the development of
the Day Care Center from its be-
ginning. "I am finally starting to
get excited about the completion
of the Center. The Trinity com-
munity introduces numerous ideas
like the Day Care Center, but this
is one idea that took root and will
soon become a very rewarding
reality."
Two major developments as the
Day Care. Center nears completion
have been the appointment of the
Center's director by the Commit-
tee and the selection of a contrac-
tor.
The Day Care Center Commit-
tee first chose the Center's direc-
tor. Selected was Patricia Gronell,
director of the Elmwood Day Care
Center in West Hartford. She is
currently working as a consultant
for Trinity, but as of July 1, Gro-
nell will become the Center's full
time director. Her responsibilites
as director will include overseeing
the Center's operation and assum-
ing most of the responsibility of
hiring staff and organizing equip-
ment acquisitions.
More visible to Trinity students
along Crescent Street has been the
appointment of the DunnRite Con-
struction Committee of Hartford
as constructor of the new entrance
on the southeast corner of the Life
Sciences Center. DunnRite's work
began last week and, barring any
major problems, should be com-
pleted by the end of June. The
noisy drilling into concrete was
done last Saturday so classes
would, not tie: distapkedv; Oftce^  the
consturetion is complete, the Day
Care Center needs only to receive
its proper certification; only then
can it go into operation.
"We have already gotten a few
telephone calls from interested
parents simply from the publicity
in the Hartford Courant and the
Southsaide News, Formally,
though, applications for the Cen-
ter should be ready for distribution
very soon," said Fisher.
The Center is expected to begin
partial operation on August 1. Full
operation should begin after Labor
Day on September* 3.
Psychology Professor Dina An-
selmi plans to organize a child de-
velopment lab in the Center so that
Trinty psychology students can ob-
serve the children through one-way
mirrors. This lab should be ready
by the spring 1986 semester.
have died from these diseases, doc-
tors have found the brain weight
increased by fifty percent.
Because the disease can not be
stopped, or even slowed down sig-
nificantly, with enzyme therapy
(injections of the needed protein),
the specific gene must be found so
that gene therapy can be used.
Dr. Urbanowski has attempted
to find the gene that codes for, or
holds the gentic sequence of, the
protein Hexosaminidase B. Since
he can easily determine the order
of amino. acids that compose this
protein, he could figure out the
probable sequence of nucleotides
in the DNA.
Due to the difficulty of actually
constructing an "artificial gene",
Dr. Urbanowski had to "find" the
identical gene in an outside source
in order to acquire the gene for
which he was searching. To do this,
he subjected the genetic material
of bacteria to several tests which
"exposed" the gene in the bacte-
ria. After examination, this gene
was determined to be the gene that
he wanted becuase it matched the
gene that Dr. Urbanowski had pre-
dicted would be the one that would
code for the Hexosaminidase B.
Dr. Urbanowki stated that he
had only recently found the gene.
At this point, he is preparing to
continue the research — now, the
reaserch is based on how to best
use the gene in order to end, or at
least slow down, the two diseases.
Dr. Urbanowski pointed out
some possible plans for future re-
search. For instance, because cats
also contract these diseases, he
plans to implant the gene into the
cat's DNA to see whether or not
the gene will take root in the cat's
DNA, and whether or not the gene
will actually start production of the
protein, thereby stopping the dis-
ease.
Dr. Urbanowki plans to input the
gene through a process known as
"viral infection." Since viruses in-
ject their own DNA into the DNA
of the host cell during infection,
he's hoping to use a similar proce-
dure to get his gene into the host
cells' DNA.
Unfortunately, there are a few
problems. For one, the damage
caused by the disease is perme-
nent, so that none of the damage
inflicted before the gene is im-
planted can be reversed; only fur-'
ther damage can be prevented.
Another major problem, men-
tioned by Trinity's Dr. Donald Gal-
braith, is that of gene regulation:
what if the new gene is implanted
and it produces ton much Hexos-
aminidase B? Dr. Urbanowski
claimed that he and his team are
working on that problem.
Soon, "hopefully this year", re-
search will be begun upon humans.
While the human research will be
risky, the severity of the problem
leads Dr. Urbanowki to believe
that he will have little problem in
finding subjects upon which to ex-
periment. "The disease is fatal,"
he said, "and lends itself well to
gene therapy."
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QE2 STANDBY FARE Tb EUROPE-NOW $599
This standby fare provides a
berth in a room for 4 (we'll
find traveling companions for
you). Or, for $699, sail in a
minimum grade room for 2
people. This limited offer is
subject to withdrawal without
prior notice and may not be
combined with any other offer.
Rate does not include taxes or
airfare. Confirmation will be
given 3 weeks prior to sailing;
a $75 deposit is required with
your request. For details, see
your travel agent or write:
Cunard, PQ Box 2935, Grand
Central Station, New York,
NY 10163.
,UEEN O
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Postmodernism — Present Di-
rections in Architectural Design
Description: In a lecture or a • se-
ries of lectures I would like to dis-
cuss pertinent architectural works
of the last twenty years in order
to arrange them into more or less
distinct schools of thought. Such
an organization, along with a con-
centration on the more prominent
architects, will allow us to conjec-
ture on a most exciting question —
the future trends in architecture. I
think that the class should begin
with a lecture in order to establish
a certain level of understanding
among the group, but should con-
clude with a discussion to broaden
the group's awareness of the is-
sues.
Helpful reserve reading: Charles
Jencks "The Language of Post
Modern Architecture" p. 39-85. •
Time: Tuesday April 23 7:30 p.m.
Place: Blake Room, Austin Arts
Center
Free University courses are open
' to all members of the Trinity com-
munity.
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
Do you wonder what you can do to protect the environment? Speak
to students who are doing environmental internships — Mary Beth
Binns, Phil Robertson, Jamie Sullivan, and Dave Blyn. Students
can make a difference! 4:00 in the Cave '
Who is responsible when your drinking water is no longer drink-
able? Come discuss THE ETHICS OF HAZARDOUS WASTE DIS-
POSAL with Nancy Popkin and Professors Miller Brown, Maurice
Wade, Adrienne Fulco, and Francis Egan. 7:30 in Alumni Lounge
KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN FOR OTHER EARTHWEEK EVENTS
ConnPIRG Sponsors
Earth Week
Celebrating the environment and the original Earth Day
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photograph by Tara Tracey
Budget Committee Chairman Phil O'Brien seeks recognition at last
week's SGA meeting.
NEWSBRIEFS-
Holocaust
Remembered
"Legacy of Pain and Life" a film
•'. and talk with Ruth Bork, founder
of "One Generation After," will be
halct on Wednesday, April 17 at 8
pm in McCook Auditorium at Trin-
ity. The event is free and open to
the public. It is sponsored by Trin-
ity Hillel, the Chaplain's Office,
and the Jewish Studies Program.
The film, is entitled "In Dark
Places: Remembering the Holo-
caust," and is an exploration of the
attempts of a few individuals to
come to terms with the'Holocaust.
Among them are survivors of the
ghettos and concentration camps
and their children. The film does
not attempt to recreate the actual
history of the period, but to deal
with the ways in which -the past
reverberates in the consciousness
of the present.
Ruth Bork founded "One Gen-
eration After" in 1977. It is a Bos-
ton-based organization of children
of Holocaust survivors and inter-
ested others. The activities of the
group include establishing an in-
formation clearinghouse of mate-
rials available for research; the
development of programs curri-
cula, and bibliographies for use in
the schools ; and oral history proj-
ects documenting the experiences
of survivirs to compile an accurate
history record.
John Northam
to Speak at Trinity
Professor John Northam, a lead-
ing British specialist in the writ-
ings of Norwegian dramatist
Henrik Ibsen , will presenta public
lecture at Trinity College on
Wednesday, April 17 at 4 pm in
Garmany Hall of the Austin Arts
Center. His topic will be "Bless
thee, thou art translated!': Literal
and Metaphorical Translations of
Ibsen, Strindberg, and Shake-
speare." The lecture is free and
open to the public.
Northam, who holds a doctorate
from Clare College at Cambridge
University, will be at Trinity from
April,8-25 as a visiting scholar in
residence. He will make guest
presentations in classes and meet
with faculty and students. -
A member of the English faculty
at Cambridge University from
1950-1972, Northam served in the
drama department at the Univer-
sity of Bristol from 1972 until his
retirement last year. He is a fellow
of both the Royal Society of Arts
in Great Britain and Vitenskapak-
ademi of Norway. He also held the
Tagore professorship at the Uni-
versity of Baroda in India.
His publications include "Ibsen's
Dramatic Method"(1953) and "Ib-
sen: A Critical Essay"(1973). His
translations into English of Ib-
sen's poems will be published by
Oslo University this spring.
In addition to Ibsen and conti-
nental drama of th 1.9th and 20th
centuries, Nbrtham's teaching and
research interests include Shake-
speare and 19th and 20th centure
English and Irish drama.
His visit to Trinity is sponsored
by the President's Office in coop-
eration with the department of
theater and dance and the depart-
ment of English.
Citizen Award
The brothers of Sigma Nu
awarded their Citizen of the Year
Award just before Spring Break
for the 1984-85 academic year.
This year's recipient of the Sigma
Nu Citizen of the Year Award was
Joseph DeDomenico '85.
The Citizen of the Year Award
was recently established by teh
fraternity. It will be awarded an-
nually during the spring semester.
The Sigma Nu Citizen of the
Year Award is awarded to the one
student who displays exemplary
talent, ambition, and service to
Sigma Nu and the community,
According to the brothers of
Sigma Nu, the recipient of the
award "must be known by all
brothers and have a good relation-
ship with them. He must be an ac-
ademic person, one who takes his
studies seriously and excels at the
top of the class. This person must
also be an active student, involved
in many facets of campus life. Fi-
nally, the recipient must demon-
strate a committment to both the
community and Sigma Nu."
The brothers of Sigma Nu- feel
that DeDomenico has "fulfilled all
these requirements and has ex-
celled beyond them."
DeDomenico is the president of
the Trinity Barbell Club, a mem-
ber of the Trinity.College Repub-
lican Club, and a Ferris Athletic
Center supervisor.
Procrastination: A College
Student's Way of Life
•bv Thomas J. Ashley
It's 1:30 a.m. and Hartford tele-
vision is concluding its broadcast-
ing day. As the national anthem
begins, I begrudgingly accept the
fact that I've got three more pages
to write for an essay due at 9:30
a.m. But where did all that time
go? My Swatch can't give me a
good answer and neither can my
Burger King Crown. As I meander'
over to my desk, my answer comes.
It's actually quite simple. I've been
procrastinating again. Procrastin-
ation. Think about that word for a
second. Does it mean laziness? No,
but it certainly is a main ingredi-
ent.
Whatever its exact definition,
one thing is certain, and that is
that I'm a damn good "proerastin-
ator." I'm also willing to credit
most college students with some
expertise in the field. No one really
talks about it, probably because it
is the antithesis of what people
know as productivity. Procrastin-
ation. That's not what Daddy is
paying $12,000 for. I can hear him
say, "Get off your fat ass and do
.something." But sometimes 1 don't
want to do anything. I just want,
to exist.
Take the state of Arizona, the
procrastination capital of the
world. People just live there —
that's all. Productivity is illegal
there. Dads there say, "Stop fix-
ing that chair and get back in your
La-Z-Boy." Wow! What a life.
Procrastination is not a rest pe-
riod for everyone who needs to
rest. It is the time when you know
you should be doing work but "Gil:
iigan's Island" is so funny (Gilligan
and the Skipper went bald) and it'll
be over in 20 minutes anyway.
Wait a second! I didn't know the
"Munsters" came on after the
"Adams Family." My homework
will be there in an hour, but Her-
man Munster won't.
See?! I'm just giving you exam-
ples from television — procrastin-
ation stretches far beyond that. I
think the Cave is one big procras-
tination. You eat, gab with your
friends, and watch MTV (MTV is
mindless television, or is that re-
dundant?) Procrastination is a time
for people to stop thinking. Think
about it. See — I bet you didn't.
You kept on reading this article
when you should have been sitting
back in your chair and doing some
actual Vng. Popular culture is
teaching the young not to think,
but that's a whole new article.
Enough philosophizing. Here is
n list of my favorite top 10 pro-
crastinations.
1. A friend of mine, bored in
the Library, looked up the Italian
word for "hussie"
2. Dr. Gene
.'$. (Jabbing in the Library
4. Calling your friend in Idaho
5. CBS-late night "movie"
("Simon & Simon": wasn't that up
for an Academy Award in 1957?)
.- 6. The Cave
7. Reading the pink and green
mail you get in your box everyday
8. Seeing how much you're
saving using MCI
9. Making a card game out of
Barney receipts (Inquisition beats,
withdrawal)
10. The pig book
I wonder what Russian students
do to procrastinate. Iron their blue
jeans? Who knows. Anyway, please
give procrastination the respect it
deserves. This article itself is pro-
crastination because I should be
doing something else...but oh how
fun it was.
Life After Trinity
Is there life after Trinity? Sen-
iors, when you graduate this May
and move to Cleveland or San
Francisco, will you know anyone
there when you start school or a
new job? How will you keep track
of your Trinity friends or meet
people in,an unfamiliar town?
One way to acquaint yourself is
,to go to one of the Trinity Club
get-togethers in 'ydur new town.
You'll have the chance to see old
friends and meet new Trinity al-
umni friends who live in the area.
Trinity Club activities can include
luncheons with featured speakers,
summer outings, and fall recep-
tions to welcome entering fresh-
men.
Although you may not be able to
return to Trinity frequently, you
will still hear from the College.
Mailings from Trinity will bring
you campus news, invitations to
nrra activities, and information on
how you can support the Alumni
Fund.
There is life after Trinity. Pres-
ident English, Gerald Hanson of
the Alumni Office, and Constance
Ware of the Development Office
can tell you all about it on Thurs-
day, April 18, at 7 pm in the New
Lounge in the Mather Campus
Center. Alumni trustees David R.
Smith and Emily G. Holcombe, and
a representative from the National
Alumni Association, will also be
available to answer your questions
about "the real world" of Trinity
alumni.
Following the discussion there
will be a drawing for a door prize.
Those seniors who complete :i red
"door prize" card are eligible to
win. The reception is hosted by the
National Alum'ni Association, the
Alumni Office, and the Develop-
ment Office.
To understand much of what we're do-
ing with respect to cancer research, you'd
need a graduate degree in microbiology or
biochemistry.
But to understand how well our educa-
tional programs and service resources help
both patients and their families, simply
talk to one out of every 100 Americans
who are part of our volunteer program.
Or talk to one of the 3 million who've sur-
vived cancer.
The battle isn't over but we are win-
ning.
Please support the American Cancer
Society.
'CANCER
socierr
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The Double Word Euphemism
Playing with Words
by Dan Sutton
"Motor coach means bus!" my
friend drunkenly slurred from the
couch.
I managed to toss back a mildly
coherent "...and Landau roof
means vinyl."
Before we'd realizaed it, we had
put our finger on a large problem
a with American advertising. It is
ii problem more annoying than
light-alcoholic beer drinkers and
automatic shrieking car alarms. It
is even more annoying than Cy
Sperling, president of the Hari
Club for Men ("and also a client.")
It is the two-word euphemism.
This device or figure of speech is
the juxtaposition of two words
which, if they don't cancel each
other out in a fit of contradictory
frenzy, at least raise enough eye-
brows to cast a serious doubtful
shadow upon their credibility.
Should anyone be confused as to
what I am talking about, I'm
speaking of terms like ''land
yacht," "death benefits," and
"sanitation engineer." How many
of us know what we're getting
when the automobile salesman
says "and she has rack-and-pinion
steering too." Just don't blink at
the extra $500 on the bill of sale.
Take the term "land yacht" and
toss it around for awhile. This is
either a very damaged boat or a
poor excuse for doubling the price
of a motor home (which is usually
about as attractive as an aluminum
igloo or a fiberglas teepee).
"Death Benefits." Hmmm. Does
such a concept really exist? How
does one enjoy one's "death bene-
fits"? Or maybe the bereaved
spouse and offspring- are supposed
to enjoy them with a trip to Disney
World with sordid late night runs
to drug dens and illegal casinos full
of dirty men in Miami, a city whose
crooked idea of morality went
down the ethical drain years ago.
"Snack tray" is another prob-
lem: am I getting a plate or am I
not?
Even more bothersome is the
"complimentary drink." Although
some might sneer at my balking at
an airline's brief and touching stab
at hospitality. What's the differ-
ence between pay-ing for eight
drinks or nine? You're either going
to get drunk on the plane or not,
and one "complimentary drink" is
not enough to start the cerebral
bypass necessary to forget that
some baby-faced pilot has found
the eye of Hurricane Edna on his
first flight. You're either going to
open up the bar or not. You can
dive at bottles in a mad frenzy to
wipe the evening from memory or
or sit tightly belted in your seat
and read about air disasters in The
New York Pout, wiping the sweat
from your palms onto your
pants...the picture of harried so-
briety.
This picture of adjectives is typ-
ically found app!ior) *" ice cream
and yogurt flavors; "Elberta
Peach" and "Carob Bean" are two
of my favorites.
The more television you watch,
the more of these things you begin
to notice. It helps to have a good
sense of humor and a stronger
sense of the absurd. In the vast
cultural desert of television, adver-
tising is a combination of banality,
cinematic techniques and high
stakes. It's not easy convincing a
consumer to buy a certain version
of a product that's no different
than its competitors;, t specially
TRIPOD'ELECTIONS
will be held
April 23 of 9 p.m.
Tripod office
(Jackson Basement)
i
Anyone can run for a position on
the editorial board but voting is
restricted to Tripod editors,
photographers and writers who
have submitted 3 articles this
semester. Ail positions are open!
after that consumer has been bar-
raged with commercials all day
long. Understandably, the rewards
are large.
Two weeks after our cloudy mo-
ment of revelation, my friend and
I were speeding towards New York
in a new and improved Vista
cruiser. Somewhere near Stam-
ford we passed a billboard adver-
tising a car with rack-and-pinion
steering. I lifted my complimen-
tary drink towards him and smiled.
It was totally unique.
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The Long Walk
by Laura Danford
Senior Staff Writer
What band(s) would you like to
have for Spring Weekend? Why?
John S. Da'lsheim '87
Melanie because she's the quintes-
sential flower-child and I want the
Rolling Stones because I know we
have a modest budget:
Sue Coughlin '8S
Rick James because then we could
all be super freaks all weekend.
Jean Jabouin '85
Run-DMC because it would take
advantage of the upsurging of hip-
hop culture which nay/ dominates
our American society and it would
also introduce many of our stu-
dents to the new form of black re-
bellious music,
Kate Eklund'88
UB40 because they play good mu-
sic'for outdoor festivities.
Sam Brumbaugh "88
Madness because they have a guy
who just jumps around and dances
and makes weird noises.
Steve Norton'85
I need something upbeat. I don't
need a mellow, druggy sleep-fest.
I don't want a bunch of tone-deaf,
noisy psychopaths. Other than
that, anybody is fine.
Matt Martin'88
I'd like to have the'Grateful Dead,
but we can't have them. I'd like to
have Depeche . Mode because
they're really good. .
Douglas Kirn '87
Somebody musical would be fun.
Tony Sirianni '87
John Lennon resurrected from the
dead to perform with Lawrence
Welk and his bubble machine on
campus. . -• • ,
Shawn Lester '88
Urban Blight because I have the t-
shirt and I want to wear it when
they play.
NON-SMOKER'S UNE
CALf
i-806-922-4462
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Editorial
TRINITY TRIPOD ETTERS
Options for Selection
With pre-registration nearly upon us, it might be wise
to consider options for courses next semester. In the
true liberal arts tradition of broadening one's horizons,
it might not be a bad idea to take a course dealing with
Race, Gender, or non-Western culture. Exploring another
discipline is indeed enlightening, but exploring the same
discipline from a different perspective provides a more
balanced education. In the proposed system of require-
ments, the planning group makes no mention of a course
dealing with Gender/Race/non-Western culture which
could be a separate requirement, or one worked in to
the proposed system.
Gender, Race, and non-Western culture should be
treated as fields of inquiry, not extranneous additions
to a discipline. A course in women's history, for example,
is not only for "women who feel sorry for themselves"
as one student so aptly put it. Rather, the treatment of
topics like Gender and Race is becoming more important
as our society becomes increasingly heterogeneous and
more interrelated with other societies of the world. Learn-
ing to appreciate the value of other cultural spheres is
a valuable asset to anyones education and that is worth
looking in to.
Suggestions for Spending
. Wade's Logic is Flawed
Dear Editor:
1 am compelled to respond to
Maurice L. Wade's article on re-
verse discrimination which ap-
pears in the March 24th
"commentary" section of the
Hartford Cuurnnt.
As a graduate of Trinity's fine
philosophy department, I am sur-
prised by Dr. Wade's pool" com-
mand of logic. It would behoove
Mr. .Wade to familiarize himself
with the logical fallacies of division
and appeal to pity, for he freely
employs these fallacies in support
of his arguments. It would also be
appropriate for him to review the
principles of consistency. After
continually referring- to slavery,
segregation, Jim Crow, and the
"history of official violence toward
blacks," Mr. Wade proclaims that
"dwelling on the excesses of the
past" does not justify reverse dis-
crimination.
As a "white," I resent Mr.
Wade's implication that I have
contributed to and benefitted from
the policies of "White Suprem-
acy." The power elite excludes
most whites as well as blacks.
As someone who is familiar with
the "social reality" of the job mar-
ket. 1 am amused and amazed by
Mr. Wade's contention that a per-
son who suffers from reverse dis-
crimination can easily obtain a
'•comparable" position. As some-
one who wishes to "close down the
gap between social reality and aso-
cial ideals," I am dismayed that
Mr. Wade mentions the "ideal" of
preference to less qualified minor-
ities without acknowledging the
frequent reality of preference to
unqualified minorities. (Mr. Wade
is obviously unaware of the "qual-
ifications" of the Hartford Police
Departments latest class of re-
cruits).
Finally, as a civil rights sup-
porter who realizes that racial
•(.•quality entails responsibility as
well as opportunity, I am struck by
Mr. Wade's utter failure to hold
blacks the least bit responsible for
their actions or social situations.
While Mr. Wade frees blacks of all
responsibility for their troubles by
attributing them solely to "white
supremacy," he also deprives
blacks of all credit and recognition
for their accomplishments through
his advocacy of reverse discrimi-
nation and "consciously exhibited
favoritism." Ironically, Mr. Wade's
beliefs, perpetuate not only the
"legacy of white supremacy," but
the "legacy of black inferiority" as
well.
Stuart Cohen, '71)
Note
In the last issue of the Tripod, a
letter was published entitled "Does
Vinnie Have Any Point At All?,"
supposedly written by Chris Cas-
kin. Since the printing of the issue,
it has come to the Tripod's atten-
tion that Mr. Caskin did not write
the above mentioned letter.
Rather, an anonymous student
substituted Chris Caskin's name
for his or her own in a pitiful at-
tempt to pass off the blame on an
innocent student. The Tripod ex-
tends it's apologies to Mr. Caskin
and has hereby instituted a new
editorial policy whereby each per-
son who submits a letter or com-
mentary will be contacted to insure
legitimacy.
Trinity is heading for big changes, not only in it's
curriculum, but in it's physical make-up as well. Soon,
the college will be spending capital on renovating phys-
ical aspect(s) of the college, whether that be building a
new dorm, swimming pool, or Alumni house. One way
to use the funds in the name of student interest would
be the construction of student lounges. Perhaps these
lounges could be satellite "Caves" on Vernon and/or
Crescent St.. Not only would these lounges provide a
place to gather and study, but they could function as
coffee-house type alternatives to the College View and
the Tap on weeknights when students need a break.
Colleges across the country who wish to de-emphasize
alcohol consumption among students have found coffee-
houses to be a successful alternative, so why not have
one at Trinity? ,
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Open Windows
KATHRYN GALLANT
How long is this Mr. T thing
going to go on? Last week my
sources spotted yet another article
bearing his likeness, Mr. T Gold
Chain Bubble Gum. Anyone who
plunks 'down thirty-five cents can
get their very own package of this
stuff, which, according to my panel
of taste experts, tastes like "If you
left a banana daquiri out on a picnic
table in the hot sun and then
scraped it off later and chewed it."
Yet another gum expert says "It
astes like those orange peanut-
shaped marshmallows (circus pea-
nuts they're called) that you get at
Halloween, and leave in the bot-
tom of your goody bag until Christ-
mas and then take it out, put Cool-
Whip on it and eat it." What do
you want for thirty-five cents, plus
tax?
And speaking of Cool-Whip:
what about this new Cool-Whip
stuff that's supposed to have real
cream in it? Of course the general
American public must assume that
there's really cream in it, because
there's a cow and a farmer in the
commercial and if farmers eat it,
it must be good. What do farmers
eat anyway? Good, wholesome food
from the American heartland.
And speaking of Heartland, how
many of you have been caught
chowing down out of the bins at
2:30 am? One night this weird guy
came over to me and told me that
he'd been watching me eat all of
the sunflower seeds out of the bin
on videotape and that the cops
were on the way. To avoid this and
Combined
other unnecessary legal problems
I think Heartland should get a de-
vice which secretly weighs each
patron as they enter the door and
weighs them as they check out and
charges them accordingly for the
difference.
You know, you can't even weave
Mr. T Gold Chain Bubble Gum into
gold chains. This is one of the great
marketing-rip-offs of all time and
I shudder to think of all. of the 4th
graders who spend their allowance
on this stuff, thinking that they're
getting a combination jewelry and
gum item only to find that all they
get is insta-tooth decay. You'd
think Mr. T would have- more in-
tegrity than that. In my. day we
used to get those little candy neck-
laces and bracelets that you could
really wear and eat because they
were really strung on elastic
strings; a cost-effective value for
your hard-earned allowance. (A
member of my staff observed, "Of
course, if you strung a bunch of
pieces of Bazooka bubble gum on a
string and then tried to chew them
off, all you'd end up with is a fuck-
ing mess.") The only problem was
when you tried to eat it and your
neck and/or wrist got all sticky and
after a couple of days or so col-
lected a lot of dirt and lint.
And why can't they invent
clothes that don't have lint or get
those nasty fuzz-ball things all
over?
And no matter how hard anyone
tries, it's impossible to stay healthy
in this nasty world. Even if you eat
a lot of granola and stuff, sooner
or later you're going to blow it with
a candy bar or a cigarette. Even if
you just get a diet soda, you still
have to worry about brain seizures
or becoming infertile from Nutra-
Sweet. Kace it, you can't ever be
healthy, especially if you like to
breathe.
Have you noticed how all of the
curbs near Mather are painted
white now? The only possible ex-
planation for this is that the Col-
lege wants to keep preppies from
tripping over the curb when
they're drunk. Or maybe they want
to preserve that winter wonder-
land look into the spring. Who
knows?
And now, let's say hello to our
good friend, Paul Schaefer. . .
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Thanks
to all of our
Phonothon Volunteers.
The Trinity Alumni Fund
is $57,300 richer
this year because of
YOU.
3^f^t ! VSfc"?
The Development Office Staff
Clint Angel '87
John Barton '86
Elise Boelhouwer '87
Susan Brady '88
Kay Burke '86
Clark Campbell '88
Gina Cappelletti '86
Patty Chen '87
Steffanie Clothier '87
Tim Connor '88
John Conway '85
Laura Danford '87
Lisa Dinnick '86
Margaret Driscoll '88
Bill Eastburn '87
Andrew Killer '87
Tom Fitzpatrick '85
Gappy Flynn '85
Eric Freeman '88
Kathy George '86
Camille Guthrie '85
Jamie Harper '87
Andy Hern '86
Pam Ingersoll '87
Lisa Kenny '88
Paul Kipnes '85
Erika C. LaCerda '87
Beth Barnett '85
Karin Bennett '86
Martha Bonneville '85
Julie Breene '85
Susan Burkhardt '86
Jennifer Campion '88
Lulu Cass '85
Chris Cloney '88
Olive Cobb '86
Tony Constanzo '85
Lisa Corrin '87
William Detwiler'85
Emmy Douglis '87
Michael Duffy '85
, Elana Epstein '88
Ginny Finn '86
Wayne Fitzpatrick '88
. Douglas Francis '86
Ellen Garrity '87
Lisa Gilmour '85
Wendy Plagberg '88
Claire Heilmann '86
Richard Hickling '88
Miyuki Kaneoko '85
Doug Kim '87
Sarah Knutson '86
Chris Larsin '87
Stephanie Levin '87
Justin Lilley '86
Robert Lindgren '88
William Manger '87
Heather Moody '86
Elisabeth Muirhead '86
Debra Nevas '86
Maureen Neylon '87
Steve Norton '85
Anne Patterson '85
Liz Peishoff '86
Lisa Phillips '86
Peter Plati '88
Paul Renaud '85
Whitney Rogers '86
Corinna Roy
David Schnadig '86
Kathleen Soley '85
Alice Storey '87
Thomas Swiers '87
Sandy Teece'85
Laura Ulrich '88
Virginia Vogel '87
Pam Von Seldeneck
Dixon Waxter.'88
Loriann Weiss '88
Sue Whiting'88
Louisa Wright '85
Erica Lewis '87
Amy Limpitlaw '86
Maria Magnone '86
Bill Markowitz '86
Melissa Moore.'88
Patty Neumann '87
85
Bruce Newman '85
John Nicholas '87
Isabelle Parsons '87
Priscilla Payne '87
Anne Percy '87
Andy Pitts '88
Adam Rechnitz '88
Chris Robbins '88
Ginny Rowan '87
Jennifer Samuels '88
Scott Sherwood.'87
Stacy Stamper '88
Kathleen Strauss '88
Craig Tateronis '85
Kristin Tromly '87
Dave Vanthof '88
AmyVolta'88
Andy Waxier '88
Marilyn Weisa '88
Carolyn White'86
Peter Worthing- '87
Sarah Young '88
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Making a Comeback
Ivy photo
Professor of Political Science Diana E. Yiannakis/Evans will be re-
turning1 to Trinity after a one-year absence from the campus, Profes-
sor Thomas Reilly announced at a Tuesday night dinner.
Artists and Photographers
Contribute
The Trimity Review
is still accepting artwork
for the
50th anniversary edition
DEADLINE: This Friday
Compliments
of the
SIT
DOWN
MARTY
CLUB
Educational and General
Tuition and Fees
Regular, -a)
Tuition Remitted
Other Educ. Programs -b)
Endowment Income (net)
Gift Income
Illinois Scholarship & Other
Int. Earned—Short Term Inv.
Misc. Income
Inc. from Athletics
Summercamp, and Austin Arts Center
Fed, ST, & Other Outside Stu. Aid.
Total Educ. & General
Auxiliary Enterprises
. Dining Hall
Dormitories
Houses (rented)
Student Center
Student Center—Pub
Total Aux. Enterprises
Total Revenues
Trans, to Endow, -d)
.' Total Revenues—Net
Total Expense
Excess/(Deficit)
4/10/85
TRINITY COLLEGE
REVENUES
1985-86 BUDGET
Actual
Revenues
1983-84
$13,197,228
255,642
1,093,964
14,546,834
3,409,892
1,121,637
189,197
959,094
103,387
32,238
80,134
895,508
21,337,921
1,514,726
2,484,672
13,470
574,308
—
4,587,176
25,925,097
(109,892)
$25,816,205
$25,815,205
$ -0-
Adopted
Budget
1984-85
$14,601,300
256,600
1,083,000
15,940,900
3,425,000
1,236,000
135,000
900,000
91,700
20,100
58,000
860,000
22,666,700
1,502,560
2,627,700
15,000
581,000
8,000
4,734,260
27,400,960
-
$27,400,960
$27,400,960
$ -0-
Adopted
Budget
1985-86
$15,923,700
274,000
1,163,000
17,360,700
3,550,000
1,286,000
135,000
995,000
104,000
21,400
79,000
865,000
24,396,100
1,878,000
2,833,000
15,000
584,000
.16,000
, 5,326,000
29,722,100
-
$29,722,100
$29,722,100.
$ -0-
Each year cancer strikes 120,000 people in our
work force, and causes our economy to lose
more than $10 billion in earnings. Earnings that
American workers might still be generating if
they had known the .simple facts on how to
protect themselves from cancer.
Protect your employees, your company, and
yourself., .call your local unit of the American
Cancer Society and ask for their free pamphlet
"Helping Your Employees to Protect Them-
selves Against Cancer." Start your company. .
on a policy of good health today I
AMERICAN
SQCIHT
Guess Who's Coming
for Spring Weekend?
Correctly guess the bands for this year's
Spring Weekend Concert and win
one of these valuable prizes:
GRAND PRIZE — Weekend for two in scenic
Waterbury, Connecticut.
1st PRIZE — Two Weekends for two in Waterbury
2nd PRIZE — Cave dinner on a Monday night.
3rd PRIZE — Free year subscription to the Tripod
Employees of Trinity College, TCAC, the Tripod and their
families, lovers and mistresses are prohibited from entry. -
Send entries care of Box 1081.
••
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RTS AND STUFF
Concert Choir's Follow-up Proves Disappointing
by Greg Davis
Four years ago when I was still
"slumming it" (as orie music pro-
fessor put it) with concert choir I
was enamored with some of the
truly talented singers and the en-
tire concept of a Trinity College
Choir. They maintained a certain
comraderie and "fraternity" and
seemed to demonstrate at least a
moderate degree- of interest in
singing. A trifle more wise, four
years later, and hopefully less
swayed by a sense of obligation to
my own comrades in the choir I am
nonplussed by the group. While I
still profess admiration for a hand-
ful of excellent singers, I no longer
will give the benefit of the doubt
to the remaining students who, re-
gardless of whether or not they
can sing, certainly lack enthusi-
asm.
Certainly a select few demon-
strated a true ability to sing:
Phoebe McBride, Liesl Oden-
weller, Sharon Larson, Floyd Hig-
gins, Joseph Scorese, and Michael
Connelly stood out as outstanding
performers among the choir.
The ensemble seemed most en-
thusiastic and interested in sing-
ing the more modern material
presented in the concert, mainly
the Gilbert and Sullivan selections
from Iolanthe and the Broadway
selections. There were notable
changes not only in the quality of
the singing, but also in the spirit
of the group. While singing Bach's
Christ laq in Todeabanden cele-
brating the ressurection of Christ,
the only expressions of joy came
on the final notes — and these were
probably more greatly expressed
by the audience than the choir. In-
deed, Bach's Cantata No. U was
offered with the pomp fit for a cru-
cifixion. It may be understandable
that in our age of Madonna and
Prince that a Bach Cantata might
seem a little dry, but e'mon guys
(lid you expect to sing Little Red
('nrreltc for your parents?
Those who were able to appreci-
ate some of the finer points of
Classical and Romantic composers
ami show some appreciation for
such works through emotion and
gesticulation rather then rote
memorization and repetition
proved most successful. In the lat-
ter category was the performance
of Liesl Odenweller and Floyd Hig-
gins in selections from
Hayden'sTVte Semonx. In the ex-
cerpt from Gilbert and
Sullivan 'sfol.anthe, the only piece
notable from the selections by
British composers, Sharon Lar-
son's soprano could compensate for
any shyness in emotion while
Tenor Joseph Scorese's acting
could not quite keep the pace with
his fine singing.
Brahms'Afotef was not only com-
posed in a minor key but seemed
to be of minor interest to most of
the singers. Few faces showed any
enjoyment in performance, but in
all fairness the piece was served
with technical accuracy. Then
again, so is McEnroe's service and
we tend not to dwell on it wearing
black ties in a darkened room.
The highlight of the concert and
unfortunately the shortest was the
Broadway selections comprising
the conclusion of the concert. The
sweet ice-melting soprano of
Phoebe McBride was featured in
"Follow Me" fromCamelot. Those
who have the pleasure of two more
years at Trinity have in McBride
the promise of some charming per-
formances to come. Senior Michael
Connelly has added acting to his
resume fo activities and, coupled
with his strong base voice, offered
an amusing "Luck Be a Lady To-
night", from Guys and Dolls, Not
only did it appear that the audi-
ence enjoyed this work but, for a
change, the choir itself actually
seemed to enjoy singing the
Broadway selections.
The choir's concert could hardly
be called a miseralbe experience.
Yet, as seems to happen with many
of the productions coming out of
the Music Department, there was
no vitality, As the finale to the
Choir's Spring tour the group was
unable to rally for one final per-
formance; closing night was clos-
ing eyes.
Bloomsday Celebration
The Evolution of Tears
Tom O'Connor
by Vordo
About seven years ago there was
a surgence of music formed out of
the afterglow of the punk move-
ment, and the political state of the
world. This music was affection-
ately called "gloom-doom" and was
the result of a general loss of hope
by post-war youth that saw their
futures both economically and po-
litically desolate. Our society had
^ f S S S f a ^ f f W ^ e t e .the ;neo-
neurotic, a creature that thrived
on a new music that expresssed
their feelings in a way that punk
could not. Bands like Joy Division,
Bauhaus, and The Cure offered a
catharsis by exploring the darker
recesses of human emotion, with
music laden with throbbing and re-
petitive bass lines and thrashing
guitars. The lyrics were always
concerned with betrayal, the loss
of innocence, and the fantasy of
being ousted from the Garden.
• This movement of the modern
blues, started to die out when Ian
Curtus of Joy Division committed
suicide. There was a proverbial
"end of an era;" Curtus was the
paragon of the tortured soul, who
lived up to the adage, "better dead,
than changed." The day of their
first American tour, which prom-
ised monetary success, he was
found hanging by a noose in his
apartment. The rest of Joy Divi-
sion were determined not to let his
memory die, and formed a band
called New Order which combined
the new* sound of dance music and
the morose lyrics of their prede-
cessors. New Order started the
second generation of "gloom-
doom" and opened doors to more
musically accessible bands like
Tears for Fears.
Tears for Fears, on their first
release The Hurting, became a
standard of these neo-neurotic as
well as- capturing a more main-
stream audience. Their sound is
full of deep, dark synthesizer
chords that motivate their driving
rhythyms and gloomy lyrics. Songs
like "Mad World", "Pale Shelter"
and "Start of the Breakdown" of-
fered the same type of catharsis as
the Joy Division and the like, but
they'did1 it in a way that reached a
wider audience. These modern phi-
losophers brought to the realm of
popular art a new and expressive
form of music.
Tears For Fears, have just re-
leased their second album, Song
from the Big Chair. These tortured
souls have achieved the aim of
what most of analysis has been
trying to do for years; Tears For
Fears have learned to look at life
in a posititive light and with an
occasionally self-chiding smile.
Their sound has not .changed all
that much, except the synthesizer
voices are more sophisticated, the
bass is funkier, and that song
writer Roland Orzabal traded in his
acoustic guitar for one with a
harder, more commercial edge.
The first single from this album,
'""Shout", is musically reminiscent
•of their first album; it is a look at
releasing frustrations. The chorus
becomes an anthem in primal ther-
apy "Shout, shout let it all out,
these are the things were talking
about". The second single "Every
One Wants to Rule the World" is
a sort of humorous look at ambi-
tions. This highly rhythmic song is
buoyant, and noticealby happy, and
it remains hopeful. "The Working
Hour", is laden with a bluesy sax-
ophone and impulsivce congo-drum
beat. The message is that we can
learn from our mistakes and that
life isn't really all that desolate as
long one does not fear failing.
"Mother's Talk" is a highly
charged funky song, reminiscent
• to the Art Of Noise, and it tells us
that "We can work it out". The
songs on the second side are not
as vibrant and buoyant as the first,
but they do retain the message.
The last, song, "Listen" stands, out
appreciably. This alburn brirfis with
creativity and a fresh look at life,
but unfortunately some of the
tracks suffer from being too long
without enough melodic variation.
Even in their darkest moments,
Tears For Fears delivers a mes-
sage of hope. This message marks
an evolution of a form of music
brought down by modern philosoh-
ers who saw none, At the time, the
self-pity and breast beating were
needed, for it called for a look at
being human, but what those art-
ists had failed to look at, was the
lighter side of human nature — the
side, which may be only an illusion
for some, but it remains just as
important as our darker side.
Tears For Fears have handed us a
message that, I hope, will become
more widespread, since we have
had enough self-pity, and it is time
for some progress, because after
all thing are not really that bad if
you choose to do something about
it.
James Joyce's Bloomsday came
early to Hartford this year
(Bloomsday is traditionally cele-
brated on June 16). The Arts and
Society Group of Boston brought
this celebration in .music, drama,
and dance to the Austin Arts Cen-
ter, Trinity College, to honor one
of Ireland's great writers on St.
Patrick's Day.
Acting Dean of the Faculty Bor-
den Painter and John Wooley, Di-
rector of the Arts Center,
sponsored the presentation that
began with "a luncheon lecture by
John Crellan of the Arts and Soci-
ety Group. The people in attend-
ance were treated to traditional
Irish harpist Sharmane Simand.
A prologue medley of Irish harp
tunes brought to mind the central-
ity of music in Irish life and in
Joyce's literature. A simultaneous
dance suggested Ireland's rela-
tionships with England and Rome,
as well as Joyce's more personal
relationships with his wife, Nora
Barnacle, and with the Catholic
Church.
John Drabik and Joan Gale dra- •
matically and convincingly read*
from Joyce's and Nora's letters."
The readings preceded the fine'
tenor voice of Michael Calmes. The •
celebration of Irish music contin--
ued with a composition by John'
Cage that was performed on the.'
actual body of the piano, not the
keys. This was an interesting ac-
companiment to the Gaelic and
Latin prayers and chants.
The final performances, read-
ings of Leopold and MollyBloom's
soliloquies by Drabik and Gale sent
a satisfied audience home with
Molly's resoundingly optimistic
"yes" on their smiling, faces.
Forties Musical Revue
This week, from Thursday
through Saturday, "Romancing
the Forties", a Broadway musical
revue, will be shown in the Wash-
ington Room. The show will con-,
sist of numbers from musicals of
that era, along with acompanying
scenes from those plays. The revue
is being directed by Joe Scorese,
with Debbie White acting as the
assistant director. Sonia Plumb is
choreographing the dance num-
bers.
The revue is being made possible
by financial support-from the'Trin-
ity College Jesters, the Dance
Club, and Sigma Nu fraternity.
The brothers of Sigma Nu will also
be providing a good deal of the
manpower necessary to move the
dance floor, and other equipment,
up to the Washington room. The
Jesters are acting as the producing
organization. •
The cast is composed of: Liz
Bennett, Andy Carlson, Dianne'1.
Chamberlain, Frank Connelly,
Herb Emanuelson, Floyd Higgins,
Lisa Howell, Jon Potter, Liesl
Odenweller, and Selden Wells.'
Curtain time for the show will be
8:15, April 18-20. Admission is
free, but seating will be limited and
tickets are required. Reservations
can be made by contacting the
Austin Arts Center.
Trinity Organ Series
The Trinity Organ Series con-
cludes this season's concerts this.
Friday, April 19, at 8:15 p.m., with
an organ recital performed by El-
len Landis in the Trinity College
Chapel. .
Ellen Landis, Minister of Music
at First Church in Wethersfield, is
a graduate of Westminster Choir
College, Princeton, and Columbia
University, New York City. She is
a well-known organ recitalist in the
U.S., having been a featured artist
,. at two regional American Guild of
Organists conventions.
Her playing has been met with
critical acclaim in Europe, where
she has performed in England,
Scotland, France, Germany and
Belgium. In the greater Hartford
area Ms. Landis is Dean of the
American Guild of Organists. At
First Church she is director of a
graded choir program, instrumen-
tal ensembles, and coordinator of
First Church Concerts.
The program will include works
by Reger, J.S. Bach, Roger-Du-
casse, Thalben-Ball, Vierne, King
and Dupre. .
The recital is open to the public
and there is no admission charge.
Auditions
The Actor's Attic will hold audi-
tions for two one-act plays, Line
by' Israel Horovitz and Mr. Hap-
piness by David Mamet. Audi-
tions will be Thursday April 18th
and Monday April 22nd at 7:00
p.m. at JP's Restaurant, 15 Asy-
lum Street, Hartford. For more
info, call 724-5805.
Donald Baechler Works on Paper
Gallery
Exhibitions
April 4
through
May 11
Real Art Ways
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ORLD OUTLOOK
Commentary;
by Andrew Rougier-Chapman
World Outlook Staff '
In 1983 Pres. Reagan announced
a new Strategic Defense Initiative
{which was dubbed by the media as
Star Wars to Reagan's chagrin).
Reagan gained immediate support
for SDI by appealing to our fear of
the present defense policy of Mu-
tual Assured Destruction (MAD).
But when the media got hold of
independent studies claiming Re-
agan's dream is too costly and un-
reliable, it unleashed an anti-Star
Wars crusade.
Even, in ray liberal eyes this at-
tack appeared extremely biased.
So I put down the editorial page
and searched out arguments in fa-
vor of Star Wars. In so doing I
found much that elevated the po-
sition above the easily damned, if
not to the sphere of the irrefuta-
ble. Thus the following is not a
tribute; merely a exposition of the
pro-Star Wars' point of view.
Firstly, the conservative claim
that less than 100 satellites are
needed to protect the U.S from a
Soviet preemptive strike. They
point to the Livermore computer
studies that estimate only 90 sat-
ellites will suffice and a report by
the Office of Technology Assess-
ment that estimates the number at
160.
The Star Wars advocates also
refute the claims that "the U.S. •
would have to increase the number
of its satellites in orbit in direct
proportion to the increase in the
number of, Soviet missiles," Ac-
cording to Los Alamos and Liver-
more calculations1 "the number of
satellites goes up approximately in
proportion to the square root of
the number of missiles."
If true the Soviets could not
drive us to bankruptcy by building
a multitude of missiles that cause
us to build an equivalent number
of expensive satellites.
This reinforces the belief that
SDI is not as expensive as the me-
dia would have you think.
Of course expense is irrelevant
if the system is not foolproof. And
the fact remains that even a satel-
lite defense plan that attacks So-
viet missiles at four different
stages of its flight might let enough
missiles through to destroy our so-
ciety.
Conservatives counter by sug-
gesting the possibility that last re-
sort killer mini-missiles could
eliminate any remaining incoming"
missiles. .This proposal is worth
considering only as long as the
anti-satellite system approaches
perfection.
Opponents of Star Wars believe
the efficiency will never obtain the
predicted 99% because the Soviets
will employ countermeasures. Such
countermeasures might include
shining up the Soviet missiles to
reflect part of the laser-beam,
spinning them to spread "the en-
ergy of the beam over its whole
circumference," placing some sort
of shield on the missiles, or launch-
ing decoy missiles to confuse our
system.
Many notable scientists back the
contention that none of the above
would succeed. First they claim the
first two simply would have little
effect. Second they claim a shield
would weigh so much that the mis-
sile would not be able to get off the .
ground. Lastly, they claim decoy
missiles can be recognized as such
by a brief pulse of laser; decoy mis-
siles will- recoil more rapidly 'than
: loaded missiles.
In short they believe these and
other tricks can be overcome by
our technology.
There is still a;lot unknown about
Star Wars' weapons. While it can
be claimed that what is known is
bringing the arms race-to a new
frontier, it can equally be claimed
that this knowledge is being used
to carry on a one-sided debate.
Mr. Wallace Terry At Trinity
continued from page 1
were spread about blacks having
tails and sucking blood.
The armed forces, Terry found,
are a microcosm of our country.
Racism, therefore, was just as
much a part of the armed forces as
it is a part of our country. Terry
found that it was not as evident on
the front line as it was behind the
scenes. Terry attributes this to the
fact that on the front line there is
a special comraderie — people need
each other there, regardless of
color.
Terry continued his presentation
with slides of Vietnam and voices
of black veterans talking about
their experiences there and the
hqrrors of war. They were the
voices of the 19th Company — The
Bloods.
The message conveyed con-
cerned the horror of Vietnam for
everyone involved, regardless of
color. Terry said that discrimina-
tion just made it that much harder
for the blacks.
Terry ended his speech by talk-
ing about what should be learned
from the war in Vietnam aside
from the fact that discrimination
must end. "We must learn.from
Vietnam about the horrors of war.
We must avoid it at all costs espe-
cially now at a time when we have
the power to destroy our planet."
U.S. Races To Import More Students Than Russia
"Hold that scalpel firmly, look that frog straight in
the belly and remember.... .no guts, no glory.
Go get 'em Mortoa"
Washington. D.C. (CPS) - The
U.S. has entered into a different
kind of conflict in Central-Amer-
ica: a race with the Soviet Union
to see which superpower can im-
port the most numbers of college
students.
Two federal agencies have ex-
panded dramatically the number of
scholarships they're offering Cen-
tral American students to come to
college in the United States.
The Soviet Union, began offering
more scholarships in the area sev-
eral months ago.
Federal officials hope the Cen-
tral American initiative, unveiled
last month will buttress U.S. for-
eign policy interests in the politi-
cally-volitile region.
But critics worry the programs
are too political and even argue
the administration is proposing to
cut aid to American students at
the expense of increasing aid to
foreign students.
Nevertheless, United States In-
formation Agency (USIA) officials
soon will start recruiting 143 Cen-
tral American students to study in
the U.S. beginning next January.
The pilot program, which will
cost about 3.8 million, marks the
first time the agency has recruited
. foreign from a specific geographic
region to come here to study.
And the Agency for Interna-
tional Development (AID) is now
selelcting the first students for a
crash $160 million, nine-year pro-
gram designed to bring 7,000 to
8,000 Central American students
to the U.S.
Both ideas sprang last year from
the National Bipartisan Commis-
sion on Central America, chaired
by former secretary of state Henry
Kissinger.
The panel noted that, while 3,030
Central American students stud-
ied in the Soviet Union at the
Kremlin's expense last academic
year, the federal government
brought in only 226.
"Educational exchange is the
most inherently positive instru-
ment of foreign policy;" USIA di-
rector Charles Wick told a
congressional panel in February.
"Our objective is to support
overall U.S.. foreign policy in the
region by providing an educational
opportunity for future leaders.".'
For years, the USIA has run two
international student exchange
programs, but the new emphasis
on Central America has. raised
some foreign exchange experts'
suspicions.
"You can be sure the U.S. gov-
ernment does not want to educate
people who are confirmed Marx-
ists," says Norman Peterson, ex-
ecutive secretary of a coalition of
international education exchange
programs.
U.S. embassy officials will choose
the students in each country, using
recommendations of the two ex-
change groups.
The students' politics won't be a
criterion, but Stevens notes that to
qualify students must get U.S. vi-
sas, which can be denied of politi-
cal grounds.
Rep. Robert Carr Of Michigan
worries mixing politics with edu-
cation can warp the educational
value of the exchange. "He's not
convinced that the truly needy stu-
dents will be chosen." says Carr
staff associate Diane Blagman.
While far more students study in
the Soviet Union at government
expense than in the U.S., when
students who pay their own way
are counted, more than twice as
many Central American students
studv in the U.S., statistics indi-
cate.
Stevens says Central American
students who pay their own way
tend to represent the elite classes.
The USIA initiative, he says, is
designed for students from mid-
dle-income families.
Peterson says. he supports the
initiatives, believing worries about
mixing politics and education are
premature.
"The oversight to see to it that
does not happen is1 th'er'e," he says.'"
"If we're going to spend money in
Central America, education/train-
ing is the best way to spend it.
That's one of the things we do
best."
Peterson acknowledges it is "in-
consistent" for the government to
propose cutting financial aid for
U.S. students while expanding its
foreign scholarship programs.
But he says ending the USIA and
AID programs would not mean
more dollars for U.S. students.
Winn Lectures On Chile /U.S. Crisis
Peter Winn, professor of Latin
american history at Tufts Univer-
sity and a senior fellow at Colum-
bia University's Research Institute
on International Change, will give
a lecture on "Chile: An American
Tragedy." His talk will be Tues-
day, April 16 at 8pm in the Good-
win Theater of Austin Arts Center.
The lecture is open to the public
and free of charge.
Winn's talk will be the last in a
series of three lectures titled
"Latin America: Crisis and
Choice," which is being sponsored
by several departments and orga-
nizations at Trinity this semester.
Winn was the principal adviser
for "Against Wind and Tide: A Cu-
j • " a 1981 award-win-
ning , public television
documentary. He is currently the
research director and principal ad-
viser for the forthcoming public
television documentary "Cuba
1984: Twenty-five Years of Revo-
lution."
Winn has written many articles
on Latin America and has spoken
about Latin American affairs on
radio and television programs. He
is the author of "YARUR: The
Chilean Revolution From Below,"
which will be published soon by
Oxford University Press. He is
currently revising Hubert Her-
ring's "History of Latin Amer-
ica." He will be the Bamette-Miller
visiting professor of international
relations at Wollesley College for
198,5-86.
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Golf Suffers Through Rough Day; Loses Three
by Weston Elliot Jr.
Sports Staff Writer
It was a cold a blustery day in
early April — Saturday the 13th to
be exact — when seven lads from
Trinity College awoke to embark
on a mission of goodwill and good
golf. Suffice is to say that there
was indeed good will Unfortu-
nately these seven did not play
"will", they played golf.
In losses to Division I UHart, Di-
vision III Coast Guard, and Divi-
sion III Salve Regina, Trinity
underachieved and overscored on
an unimpressive golf course.
Senior captain John Worthing-
ton finished with a team low 79.
The Bantam squad, coming of a
9-4 record last year and losing' only
the-#2 man John Zweig to foriegn
studies, was looking forward to a
solid year based on its third place
finish in last year's NESCAC tour-
nament.
The team went to North Caro-
lina over spring break for a pre-
season tune-up which included a
trip to the famed Pinehurst course
and a match against Duke.
The Bants seemed to be more
BLOOM COUNTY
ready for the season than they had
. been in recent years and there was
a good mental attitude that had
been lacking in the past.
However, spring golf is as un-
predictable as the weather. The
team was able to get in two prac-
tices before its opening match
against Coast Guard and Wes-
Ieyan last Thursday.
In that match, Worthington shot
an 80, Paul Yablon fired an 83,
Ross Buchmueller had an 84, Tony
Constanza had a disappointing 86,
and Will Picillel contributed a 90.
This 423 total - NESCAC golf
counts the best five of seven scores
— was good enough to beat Wes-
leyan on their home course by five
strokes and it tied Coast Guard. In
the match of cards, Worthington's
SO was the low score so Trinity
took the victory.
Coach John Dunham feels that
these top five have to shoot 83 or
under for the Bants to have a sue- "
cessful. season and this was the
problem on Saturday.
On a short, open course in hor-
rible conditions, Yablon shot an-
other 83 and Constanza another
86. .Senior Joe Lurishamer scored
Softball Uses Depth To
Start Season At 3-1
THepsTHW
The WMA/ CHAOS WfiS &UT
A MM0KY..JNP ML, Htf-
mm&Le WRESTLING
ASKING ONLY Of/B THING...
,,MOI5WT,Ref\LlX
BeHINP WftTMYSTERIOUS
MMK??
by Mararet M. Figueroa
Sports Staff Writer
If the opening week's perform-
ance of the women's Softball team
is any indication for the remainder
of the season's play, the prospects
of success appear promising. The
team is starting off the season •
strong after concluding the week
with an impressive 3-1 record.
A major factor in the team's
early success is the combination of
eight experienced returning play-
ers and the addition of ten talented
freshmen. The game sense and
polished skills of the veterans have
been complimented by the depth
and versatility of the newcomers. •
Providing team leadership is
senior captain and second base-
man Kathy O'Brien and fellow
seniors Laura Couch, Jennnu
Momffes, tam&'Domm'GiWert. Gil-
bert's excellent pitching was
missed last season, which she spent
studying abroad. Working the bat-
tery with Gilbert is Karen Carney,
a junior with excellent defensive
ability.
Other dependable returning
players are junior Sis Van Cleve at
third, sophomores Susan Babcock
in centerfield and pitcher Julie Si-
mon.
The freshmen, as a group, have
also looked strong this .season.
Reenforcing an already strong
pitching staff are frosh hurlers Al-
lyce Robinson, Kathy Dowling, and
Debbie Owen.
Lisa Lake is a fine utility player
whose abilities are put to numer-
ous uses. Working well at first base
for injured Sheila Andrus are
Debbi Owen and Debbie Marai.
Rounding out the squad are Maria
Ollari, Mary/Ann Stillwell, Kath-
leen Strauss, Sherry Murray and
Kris Cadeline.
Asked for her brief outlook for
the season, O'Brien remarked,
"I'm very positive. This is the
strongest squad yet. Everyone just
clicks as a team."
The season got off to a good start
as the women defeated Connecti-
cut College at home. Gilbert
pitched an 8-1 victory supported
by, a teamwide offensive attack.
Coming off their first victory,
the team faced an always threat-
ening University of Hartford. The
fine UHart pitching held the Bants
to two runs, as thuy were tiultated
8-2. Some of 'the' difficulty fets at-
tributed to some early season men-
tal errors.
On Saturday, the women trav-
elled to Middletown to play Wes-
leyan. Trinity posted two
impressive victories over the Car-
dinals in a double header sweep 10-
1 and 21-5.
Gilbert executed a complete
game near-shut-out in the first
game. Offensively, the Bantams
were paced by second game home
runs by O'Brien and Monnes. The
entire team contributed to the vic-
tory, with most everyone landing
a base hit.
The Bants.host the. Bobcats from
Bates today at 3:00 p.m.
OH-' Me?
HOUP IT...
\
,,M0 tSmZR6ALLV,
06HINP THAT MYSWRI0U5
MA5K?? AMD WELAHDm MWDES /ILL THESE B U M S :GFree wine with dinner, cognac after—inflight, n Free deluxe roundtrip
mqtorcoach between Luxembourg and select cities in Germany Belgium and
Holland D Reduced train fares to Switzerland and France. • Super Saver
Kemwel car rentals at $59 per week in Luxembourg.
WE'RE THE OHLY MY W FLY TO THE BflEAnfflWffflG BEAUT? OF ICEIAHB,
From a 24-hour stopover to a grand tour of two weeks or more, we have the
perfect package for a visit to Iceland, Europe's most beautifully kept secret.
All fares subject to change and $3.00 international departure tax. All fares valid 4/14-6/8/85, except
Orlando—5/1-5/31/85. For information, restrictions and reservations for all oflcelandair s low fares,
call kelandair toll-free at 1-800-223-5500. In New York City 757-8585.
ICELANDER
a nice 83 after an opening hole 9,
Buchmueller and freshman Mark
Fuery shot 88's.
On a relatively easy course, this
was a disappointing 419 that fell
to a Hartford team in which every-
one broke 80. Coast Guard beat
Trinity by over ten shots as is to
be expected on its home course. It.
was a much closer match against
Salve Regina as the golfers lost by
only four shots.
In the future, the Bantams
should go nowhere but up as all of
the top players are capable of bet-
ter scores. The Bantams now point
toward the NESCAC tournament
in early May.
Jeff Lang follows through on a forehand. photo by Kelly
INTRODUCTION
• TO DELI
r A COURSE YOU CAN'T FAIL
You're in school to learn lots of
important things that'll help you get
what you want out of life.
Deli is one.
Where can you find New York style meals
and snacks at any time of the day or night?
...The answer is Shelly's
HARTFORD CIVIC CENTER
ASYLUM STREET
DOWNTOWN HARTFORD
OPEN 24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK
TOWN
DEI I?
*****
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Women's
Track
Improves
by Aileen Doherty
Sports Staff
Upon their return from a rigor-
ous Florida training schedule, the
women's track team faced off
against some stiff competition in
the first week of the season. Yet
they fared well against.the oppo-
sition in both the Westfield Invi-
tational on Saturday and the
Wesleyan. meet the following
Wednesday.
According to Coach Jim Foster,
both meets highlighted the fact
that the women's team is indeed a
team and is not solely, as the ease
has been in the past, comprised of
individual efforts.
The Westfield meet was an es-
pecially eventful occasion for the
women. Having to compete against
talented teams from Westfield
State, Smith,. Amherst, Middle-
bury, and Coast Guard, the Trin
women performed well, scoring an
all-time high of 96 points and al-
lowing only Westfield State and
Smith to place ahead of them in
the overall competition.
In the past, Trinity has been
hampered by a weak showing in
the field events. This was not the
case at Westfield where the field
women held their own.
Wendy Pillsbury started off the
action with a second place finish in
the high jump while on the other
side of-the track fellow teammates
Alix Woodford and co-Captain K&-
thy Klein were working on a 3-4
finish respectively in the long
jump. Klein/also got in a little arm
action during the afternoon, com-
ing in fourth in the shot. Frosh
sensation; Alex Michos sprung to
an impressive second in the triple
jump.
The distance events provided for
additional excitement, as many of
the Trin harriers came from be-
hind in the final moments of their
races.
Ann Malabre, cranking in a to-
tal of five miles in races, kicked in
at the end of the 5000 and hung
tough in the 3000, giving her two
third place finishes for the day. A
repeat performance was in store
for her roommates Erica Thurman
and Jeannine Lopney. Thurman,
racing alongside teammate Mere-
dith Lynch, managed a final push
at the very end of the 800. The two
placed 1-3 respectively. Looney
also found a little extra in the 1500,
passing a Smith runner to grab
third. • .
.• The Bants complimented these
excellent performances in the dis-
tance events with equally impres-
sive results in the sprints.
The Frosh-Senior team of Lucia
Dow, Michos, Thurman, and Klein
Sis Van Cleve sets her sights on a pitch.
managed a third in a tough 400
relay, while the mile relay team of
Thurman, Pillsbury, Woodford,
and Jean Buckley matched, the
400's performance with an addi-
tional Trinity third.
The women's 400m individual
race saw Woodford and Buckley
finish off the afternoon with sec-
ond and sixth respectivley.
Trinity's hurdlers Betsy McKay
and Michos topped off the after-
noon with two strong second place
finishes, McKay in the 400 inter-,
mediate and Michos in the 100m
high hurdles. McKay's time was
low enough to qualify her for the
New England meet in May.
Conditions for Wednesday's
meet were not pleasant. It was
cold, breezy, and Wesleyan out-
numbered Trin in most events, re-
sulting in its eventual victory
against the Bants 90-45. Yet the
Trinity women stayed competi-
tive, not allowing the Cardinals to
run away with any of the races.
Scoring for Trinity's distance
crew included co-Captain Thur-
man, who came from behind to
place first in the 800, and Malabre
who finished a strong second in
the mile. Lucia Dow earned her
first varsity letter, placing second
in both the 100 and 220, and fellow
freshman Michos had a good after-
noon as well, coming in first in the
triple jump and third in the 100m
hurdles. ' •-.
Kathy Klein, co-Captain and field
photo by Kelly
woman, racked up points for the
Bants, placing third in the triple
jump, javelin, and a decisive sec-
ond in the shot. Also contributing
to Trin's efforts in the field were
Karen Sonnone, Pillsbury, and
Woodford who garnered second in
discus, third in high jump, and first
in long jump.
Foster sees these two meets as
events to be built upon. For the
Trin women, the remainder of the
season will hopefully be a series of
continual improvements. They cer-
tainly have the tools. It's going to
be a very good year.
Men's
Lacrosse
Wins
continued from page 16
the second quarter with the Bants
ahead comfortably 11-2.
The third quarter opened and
MIT appeared more determined
trading goals with Trinity in up
and down play for the first eight
minutes. MIT got a nice chance to
score when Trin went two man
down and MIT did score on a very
questionable goal but that was it
for MIT,
Trinity rallied for three goals of
which one was when Trinity was
man down. The score at the end of
the third quarter was 15-5.
MIT couldn't do much in the
fourth quarter and Trin dominated
the quarter, outscoring MIT 4-1.
It was a good day for several
Trinity players. Scott Zoellner had
a strong day with four goals as did
Boone who also scored four goals.
Chisholm had three and Meyer-
cord and Beede each had two. The
Smith brothers had one each as did
Ben Rhodes and John Maggioni.
Both Ferucci and Steve Swett
put in good performances and
Swett even took a shot on MIT's
goal. The Bants' control of- the
game is further shown by the num-
ber of shots on goal in which Trin-
ity had 45 and MIT had 19.
On Wednesday, Trinity will face
Amherst at home and on the fol-
lowing Saturday the Bants will
play Williams at home. The next
five games will be tough for the
Bants as all of these teams arc
teams that Trinity lost to last sea-
son.
Track
Perfect
continued from page 16
with a mid-week trouncing of arch-
rival Wesleyan. The Bantams tal-
lied 113 points to Wesleyan's pal-
try 40. Trin scored 53 on the track
and 60 in the field to again dem-
onstrate the balanced attack which
has produced the undefeated-
string.
Highlighting the Wesleyan vic-
tory were wins in both relays and
sweeps in the half mile (Barry,
Johnson, Matt Donahue), triple
jump (Coleman, Drew, and Tim
Walsh), javelin (Hayber, Stauffer,
and Drew) and hammer (Hayber,
John Haveland).
The Bantams season continues
this week with meets against Wil-
liams and Eastern Connecticut and
look to repeat their New England
Small College Athletic Conference
Championship this coming Sunday
at UMass in Amherst.
I
Women's Lacrosse Nails
Young Wesleyan Team
Donna Gilbert fires a pitch. photo by Kelly
continued from page 15
It's no accident that Tufts is
ranked so high. Physically bigger
and stronger than Trin, Tufts beat
out Trin in the air because of
height and on the ground because
of hussle. Sheppard sees the; Tufts
team as a definite tournament con-
tender and possibly the number
one seed. ,
The Wesleyan team had the un-
fortunate luck of playing Trinity
right after the Tufts loss, and the
Bants, definitely were looking for
revenge.- But since Tufts only beat
Wesl5-5, the high Trin score will
look good to tournament officials.
One of the notable players in the
Wesleyan game was goalie Sarah
Coach, who, according to Shep-
pard, is. finally ."finding her niche"
The team is still adjusting to
Couch s contrasting style from last
year's goalie Karen Orzak. While
Orzak was aggressive and talka-
tive, Coach is more passive.
The Wesleyan game was defi-
nitely one-sided. Trin scored every.
couple of minutes, and by the sec-
ond half the Cardinal's skills dete-
riorated and their mistakes
. increased. Although Wesleyan is a
fairly good team, its young players
, couldn't keep up with the pressure
Trin put them under.
"In the Wesleyan game, we set
the pace and captured the momen-
tum of the game. Wesleyan's not
mature enough to get its act to-
gether after falling so far behind,"
said Sheppard.
Sheppard is optimistic about the
future. "As far as predictions go,
I think we're definitely tourna-
ment bound — where we're seeded
isn't important at this point."
ORE SPORTS
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Confessions Of
A Baseball Fan?
I've always felt my relationship with the sport of baseball was enigmatic.
On one hand, I'll insist that baseball ranks behind college basketball (a
different sport from pro basketball), football, and even sometimes hockey
on my list of personel favorites. On the other hand, I'll cut a class for the
outward purpose of working on a final paper but in reality I'm probably
as interested in Iistoning to the Mets as in studying.
Such inner contradictions can usually be traced to a childhood trauma.
Could all this have to do with the Senators moving from Washington when
I was still in single digits? The move left a void in my sports life and, I
would guess, effected,the rest of my baseball life.
Yes, other kids had their Yankees, their Red Sox, Mets, Phils, etc... I
had the Alexandria Dukes (single A ball). It's not a pretty picture. It didn't
get any better when the Mets, my favorite National League team even
before the Nats (yes, that's what we called the Senators) left town, went
from powerful WNEW to a smaller station whose signal didn't reach
Washington.
Of course, we all come to terms with our little problems and in high
school I discovered the Orioles just an hour up 95. While I celebrated their
triumphs and defeats, an emotional attachment developed in childhood f
Tuesday Afternoon
STEPHEN K. GELLMAN
can not beUuplicated at a later date. T mean, when the O's have a bad
year "hey, it's not skin off my back, man."
With the rivival of the Mets, my baseball world is dubley blessed. I even
was fortunate enough to attend opening day at Shea.
[A brief diversion here. Why do 'New Yorkers always get in fights at
sporting events? There were at least six fights at Shea in that one after-
noon, more than I've seen in 10 years of Redskin games. Maybe they have
emotional scars too?]
Maybe God was sending me a message by producing football weather
for my first opening day since (sob, sob) I was five. Gary Carter's home
run was thrilling and it was a great way to break up the one-day post-
Spring Break rut I had fallen into, but something blocked me from giving
myself totally over to the moment.
I realize this confessional has run on a bit long but I'm hoping that by
confessing my sins in public I will help others come to grips with their
Women's Lacrosse
Destroys Wesley an
by Julia McLaughlin
Sports Editor
Last Wednesday, the Trinity
women's lacrosse team blew out
rival Wesleyan, 24-5. Over vaca-
tion, the Bants met two of their
toughest competitors, Tufts and
Connecticut College. Trin dropped
the Tufts game 12-14, but beat
Conn College 16-6.
. Suffering from first game jit-
ters, the Bants let Conn College
jump off to a three goal lead in the
first few minutes of game. It then
took the Bants the full thirty min-
utes to get their act together.
"We really struggled for the 4-4
tie before the end of the half," said
Coach Robin Sheppard.
Yet the Bants proved that they
were a second half team by scoring
twelve more goals and limiting
Conn to just four more goals in the
second half.
As in the Conn game, Tufts also
stole the momentum away from
Trin from the start. At the half,
Trin was down 12-7.
Once again, Trin picked up in the
second half, but in this game it
wasn't enough to catch Tufts. Trin
allowed Tufts only two goals, add-
ing five more to their own score.
"Our loss was due more to per-
sonal frustrations, and I include
not just the players but myself as
well. We just never got our act
together," noted Sheppard.
Tufts moved up fliis week to the
#3 spot nationally in Division III,
while Trin mpv.ed up one to the #7
spot. •
continued on page 14
Base-stealing threat Murphy VanderVelde scampers back to first base ahead of the pick-off throw.
Baseball Off To 5-7 Start
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Staff
Trinity's varsity baseball team
returned from Florida with more
than just suntans; they came back
north with a 4-3 record and an es-
tablished starting pitching staff led
by Mike Criscione, Mark Hamely
and Ed Butler.
Although Trin's hurlers yielded
54 runs, in seven games under the
jacked up by a 23-4 debacle at the
hands of Williams on the last day
of the trip. Manager Robie Shults
feels those stats aren't indicative
of his staff's potential.
"We had a good trip," said
Shults. "Pitching has proven to be
our strong point. Our infield is a
little shaky at times but that's be-
cause we have three new people at
first, second and third base. But
they'll get better as the season
goes on. In the Williams game, we
threw some tired arms and the
score showed it,"
Trin opened up down south with
a 6-5 loss to Hillsdale in a game
where the Bants committed three
errors. Catcher Tim Robinson had
two hits including a double md a
RBI as he began a week as hot as
the Florida weather (8-19;.421).
Hamel picked up Trin's first win
of the year as he gave up just one
unearned run in a five inning game
against Union. Butler and Murphy
VanderVelde paced a 5-1 win at
the plate.
Trin fell 5^ 0 to Brandeis before,
sweeping a double-header from
Hillsdale. Tom Broderick saved a
• V '
" • -
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5-3 win for swingman Art Fitzger-
ald in the opener, while Rich Na-
gy's grand slam spearheaded a 12-
11 comeback win for reliever Ha-
mel in the nightcap.
Trin finished up by splitting two
games with Williams, 6-5 and 4-23.
John Montgomery led all Trin hit-
ters with a .429 average down
south.
The hitting cooled off up north
however. Trin's team batting av-
erage dipped to .246 as the club
'•''sffliti'm twin-bill with Coast Guard,
lost 10-7 to the Williams Ephmen,
and dropped a double-dip to Wes-
leyan.
Criscione gave up three un-
earned runs in a 3-1 loss to home-
standing Coast Guard. Hamel won
his third straight in the nightcap,
by the same score to put Trinity at
l5-4 on the year. . , •'
The Bantams slipped to .500 as
the Ephmen won their second
garoe'of the young season over
Trin by the count of 10-7 at Jesse
Field in the home opner. ; •
On Saturday, the Cardinals took
both ends of a double-header, 6-3
and 3-2, as Trinity fell to 5-7.
Card Joe Grasso went the dis-
tance on the mound in the opener,
allowing only three runs in the
sixth on John Barton's triple. Ha-
mel started and hurled four.
frames, while Fitzgerald pitched
scoreless relief to keep Trin close.
John Brown was the hitting star;
for Wesleyan, knocking home four •
runs. • : . .
Criscione fanned six in 5.2 in-
nings but left the game trailing 3-
0 in the second game. Rich Kay
collected two RBI's as Wesleyan
(now 9-6) touched up Criscione for
some frozen ropes in the fourth and
fifth. Fitzgerald relieved and was
stellar once more, but the Bant co-
meback stopped at Z-2, as Mike
Miller pitched the whole game,
yielding only two hit&'STib Miller
and Barton drove in Trin's only
runs as the Bants left the tying run
at first in the seventh. . •
Thus far Trin's offense hasn't
been up to snuff, scoring only 53
runs in 12 games, The big bats in
the order, Bill Markowitz, Mont-
gomery, and Butler, have had to
carry the rest of the team offen-
sively. The pitching staff will have
to start living up to' its potential
on a regular basis and the Bant
bats will have to perk up if Trin
wants to qualify for the ECAC
Tournament in May.
m
V,
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Sussie Cutler shoots during the Bantams' win over Wesleyan.
photo by Tara Tracey Southpaw Ed Butler is one of the mainstays of the Bants' Ditchinir
„ * „ « • photo by Este Stifel
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Men's Track Stays
Unbeaten In 1985
by Krister Johnson
Senior Sports Staff
"I think if you look at the re-
sults, you']) see it really was a team
win," commented head track coach
Jim Foster after a close win over
Westfield State, •Amherst, and
Coast Guard.
The Bantams scored in all but
two events, registering 76 points,
only four ahead of Westfield, six
ahead of Coast Guard and eight
ahead of Amherst, while Middle-
bury was left behind with a mere
13 points.
Bantam sprinters brought in a
total of 21 points with wins by jun-
ior sensation Femi Obi in the 100
and 200 meter dashes. Obi broke
Ail-American Jeff Star of West-
field in the 200 meters with a dev-
astating final 100 meters to win
with a college record, and national
. Division III qualifying time of 21.2.
Obi earlier won the 100 by five
tenths of a second (the leaders are
usually seperated by a tenth of a
second) finishing in 10.7.
Sophomore Dave Banta (22.4)
and junior Mike Doetsch (22.9) fol-
lowed Obi in the 200 with third and
fifth places respectively. Obi,
Banta, Doetsch and co-captain
Steve Drew earlier combined for. a
narrow second.place finish to
WestfieM in the 400 meteii relay
with an excellent early season time
of 43.5.
In the 400 meter race, Banta ran
to a close third place finish, clock-
ing 49.6 only one-tenth of a second
behind Dave Katy of Amherst.
The middle distance races fea-
tured the double victory by Trin's
other co-captain Dave Barry in the
1500 (4:06,7) and 800 (1:56.4).
Running.third in the 1500 was
Dave O'Donnell (4:12,9) while
Krister Johnson (1.59.1) added a
fourth place finish in the 800. The
1600 meter relay team of Barry
(50.7), Johnson (51.8), Banta (52.0)
and A very Chapman (53.7) com-
bined for a third place clocking of
3:28.2.
The hurdling/high jumping com-
bination of Greg Hill and Drew
combined for a total of nine points
in these two events. Hill took a
close second in the high hurdles
followed in fourth by Drew. Drew
also managed a fourth in the high
jump, while Hill was close behind
in fifth. Both jumped 6-0.
Senior Dave Moughalian and'
freshman Craig Gemmell rounded
out the Bantam scoring on the
track. Moughalian raced to a close
fifth in the 5000 meters, while
Gemmell gutted his way to a third
place finish in the steeple chase.
In the field events the Bantams
failed to score in only the highly
competitive hammer throw. Sen-
ior Rick Hayber had an excellent
opening day throw of 205-6 in the
javelin and took first place, while
junior Paul Stauffer placed third
and fourth in the discus (133-1/4)
and shot put (42-7) respectively.
In the jumping events, Matt
Harthun vaulted to 13-0, good for
second place in the pole vault. Har-
thun also dashed to a fifth place in
the 100.
Kevin Coleman and Bob Bow-
man rounded out the scoring in the
field with a fourth place finish in
the triple jump (40:7) and a fifth:
place finish in the long jump (18-
10) respectively.
The men's track team, still un-
defeated over three years (17-0-1),
raised their season record to 5-0.
continued on page 14
The men's track team easily defeated Wesleyan on Wednesday.
photo by Tara Tracey
Varsity Women & Heavies Defeated;
Freshmen Rowers Move Past UMass
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor
If you look beyond the surface
disappointments of Saturday's
home regatta against the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts, there is
some reason for encouragment.
While the varsity heavyweights
arid varsity worneiv both suffered
narrow defeats; the J.V. heavies,
novice women's eight, and fresh-
man heavyweight eight all gave
signs that they will be boats to re-
ckon with throughout the spring.
The J.V heavies rowed right
through their UMass opposition in
the middle portion of the 2000 me-
ter race and went on to win by nine
seconds.
"We were so fit in the mid 500
that we just blew by them," noted
coxswain Ken Jurish.
The freshmen heavies were even
more impressive, destroying
UMass's eight by a whopping 21.23
seconds. The eights' 5.58 time was
impressive even considering Sat-
urday's fast conditions.
"Last week [a victory over Coast
Guard] the start was really bad,
. but this week it was very crisp,"
said freshman cox Greg Druck-
man. "We were .aggressive the
whole way."
The Novice women's eight
moved out of their division Satur-
day to take oh UMass JV eight and
stroked to a 5.5 second victory
over their more seasoned opposi-
tion.
In the "Novice 8" race, Trinity's
novice 'B' boat was swamped by
UMass' best Novice 8.
Both varsity boats were disap-
pointed after narrowly falling to
UMass. The varsity heavies en-
gaged in the most exciting battle
of the day but came up 1.37 sec-
onds short of the visitors.
UMass grabbed a 3-seat lead at
the start and although the Ban-
tams were able to pull even at the
1000 meter mark UMass regained
a three seat edge and held it
through the finish. ; ;
"It felt pretty good," said
coxswain Mara Pinto- after the
race. "T think we raced a gbcid
race."
The varsity women tried to <te'/
plicate their thrilling and narrow
(one tenth of a second) come-from-
behind victory over Coast Guard
but could not make up an early
deficit arid fell by three seconds.
"I think they relaxed too much
for the first 1000," noted coxswain
Marion Hamblett.
The Bants made a charge at
UMass over the next 500 but failed
to pull through at the finish.
In other action, Trinity's third
freshman eight fell to UMass' 2nd
freshman heavyweight eight and
four.IV heavies came back to de-
feat a UMass four by 14.53 sec-
onds. .
Men's Lacrosse Bombs
Visiting Engineers, 19-5
by Tom Swiers
Senior Sports Staff
The men's lacrosse team destroyed MIT 19-5 on Saturday. photo by Tara Tracey
After a 15-3 loss to Springfield,
the men's lacrosse team rallied to
crushMIT 19-6 on Saturday.
The Bants' loss to Springfield
can be attributed to a few things.
The Bants are a team used to play-
ing on grass, and Thursday night's
game was played on astro-turf. .
_ Since it was a night game the
field was lit up providing a strange
environment for the Bants. The
feeling of the coach and players
that the 15-3 score does not reflect
the difference in skill of both teams
is borne out by Trinity's perform-
ances during Spring Vacation
when the Bants lost to 8th ranked
Franklin and Marshall by only 9-6.
After F&M, the Bants played
Bowdoin and lost in triple over-
time by 11-10. Trinity had con-
trolled the game, but'a Bowdoin
rally tied the score. After the loss
to Bowdoin, the Bants went on to
win three straight, defeating Conn
College, Gettysburg, and Tufts.
Against MIT, the Bants moved
quickly to dominate the game with
Ed Meyercord assisting on a goal
by Rob Beade. MIT followed with
a goal but that was it for the En-
gineers.
With the Bants ahead 3-1, Scott
Chisholm scored on an incredible
shot. Trinity's goalie Paul Ferrucci
denied MIT on their next posses-
sion and Dave Boone scored at the
other end to make it 5-1 after one
quarter.
MIT never recovered from the
first quarter. MIT got a chance to
score thirty seconds into the sec-
ond quarter on a Trinity man
down, but the Engineers could not
hold the ball.
Trinity's momentum was re-
stored when Chris Smith scored.
After another Trinity score, MIT
got another chance with Trin a
man down, but all three MIT shots
at goal failed.
Forty seconds later Trin was
man-down again and still MIT
couldn't score. The ball went back
into MIT territory with the result-
ing Trinity goal on a shot by Beede.
Trinity moved the ball down
again and scored once more, but
then MIT made its first real rally
and scored its first and only goal
during the second quarter. Trinity
retaliated with two goals to end
continued on page 14
